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Ha ala nd ret rac ts sit e

University President Gordon Haaland
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agement.Linda Sprague, Student
By Joanne Marino
'The uproar over the proposed Body ,President Wendy Hamdonpitory complex site passed mond, Assistant Professor of
by the Board of Trustees two Psycholog y Kathleen McCartweeks ago has caused U µi1(ffSity ney, as well as Chairman of the
President Gordon Haaland to Departme nt of Animal and
"review the entire site selection Nutritiona l Sciences William
process and the consequen ces Condon, Professor of Plant
Sciences Lincoln Peirce, .Assoof all decisions."
Since the Trustees approved ciate Professor of Forest Re· the proposed site near the sources Ted Howard, and Stuuniversity 's reservoir, faculty, . dent Senator Karen Polak. An
member will
students and special interests additional faculty
1
groups have put the plan under be named soon.
The role of the Ad hoc comintense fire.
"It's a story of good intentions mittee would be to review all
of sites and recognize all the
gone awry," Haaland said.
Complaints varied from a lack concerns and issues involved,
of involveme nt in the decision- - Haaland said. To meet the target
making process to destroying date of Fall )990 for the coma site necess_ary for _the _College · plex, the committee will have
of Life, Science and Agriculture to _agree on a site within six
, ·
and the equestrian program to weeks, he said. ·
cost
doesn't
it
hoping,
'Tm
_accusations of suspicious arrangements with the former-Di - a lot of time," Haaland said. "I
. rector of Campus.Pl anning Felix . don't want to jeopardize the
DeVito who now works for the chance for student housing
architectu ral firm hand-Jing because people are upset with
preliminarv studies for the site. the process."
"I don't see that it's going to
"It was clear to me by the end
of last week -that concerns were cost us money; whatever werk
such that we could not just go has been done has been useful."
· "I am very happy with the
ahead and say 'this will be the
sjte,' " Haaland .~aid. "It was decision," Student Trustee Dennis O'Connell said. "I think it's
·tlme to -step back.
Haalandsa idanAdho ccom- -a·good firs t step, though I don't
mittee was established Tuesday think the whole thing has been
to reevaluate all the sites. The resolved."
committe , he said, would be -· Condon, a mell)ber of the
meeting imediately and consist- committee, said this is the orily
ed of members represent ing way they can get "credibility into
various student and fac11;lty the process."
According to Condon, he tried
interests
Members inclµde Dean of the repeatedly to. be included in the
ColJege of Life Sciences and decision-m aking process but
Agricultur e Thomas ·Fairchild, never received a response from
Professor of-Operati ons Man- the administra tion.
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to approach Haaland on these
By Susan Flynn
'
UNH President Gordon Haa- issues.,
be a_s king direct
"We
land will ~ddress the Student
Senate Sunday ni_g ht. in an questions and expecting direct
attempt to defend himself answers," Garthwaite saH.
Garthwait e thinks that after
against accusations which hav~
prompted two senators to en- the meeting he will still see
courage a referendu m_asl,d ng :· Haaland as "inappropr iate and
ineffective at filling his posifor his resignation.
tion."
passed
is
referendum
If the
"I think President H·aaland
in the senate, the student body,
faculty, staff and administra tion is a leader," Gamble said. "But
will be provided the opportunit y my m_ain problem is he leads by ·
to vote yes or no for Haaland's himself, and leaves the rest of
us· at home. It's almost a dichresignation.
Senators Andrew Gamble and . torship."
"Obviousl y he (Haaland) is
Jonathan Garthwait e said-they
were prompted to write a bill a very intelligent man," Garthrequesting Haaland to resign waite said. "Bud don't think
from his position after numer- he is right for his position."
Students for the University
ous dissappoin tments with his
Co-Chairperson Tim Silk agreed
decision-making process.
This bill was tentativel y that the attack on Haaland was . planned to be brought to the unwarranted.
"Why don't we just put a
floor at_ the senate meeting
bomb_ under his car?" asked Silk.
Sunday night. _ ·
· The only way to accomplish
However, according to Garnble, after a dinner last night for the students' goals is through
student leaders at Haaland's in_telligent discus_sions, Rose
house·, ·senators b~cked off and said.
"Everythin g is so emotional,"
now only the referendum will
he said. "No one is thinking
take place.
"Haalandi s a very persuasive with their heads right now."
Gamble and Garthwaite also
man," Gamble said. 'Tm not
they backed stressed they see the importance
really surprised
of open discussions and inform. ·
·1
' down."
Student Body Vice President ing students_on ~ollected inforMike Rose said he believes the . rriation that proves Haaland is
process that students are using a pcior administrator.
"We want to hear both sides;"
to attack Haaland is "extremely
Garthwaite said. "But after the
unfair."
"It's a witch hunt," Rose said. facts have been presented , I
"We are putting this man's think everyone will realize the
. personalit y on parade. It's a president is not doing his •, job."
. . Gamble wants students to
· form of political terror-ism.''
Garthwait e and Gamble are. become educated on the issues
pleased the president has been and not make rash judgements.
invited to the meeting and they HAALAN D, _pag~ ,8,
'
. finally will have an opporturrity ) ., , ,., ,., ,. I "-

will

I

~

"Out of six academic programs, everyone was ignored,"
·
· he said. ·
Student's wer·e asked at a
forum h~ld last Monday night
to protest at the New England
Center's rededication ceremony
today as well as during the Board
of Trustee's meeting at the
Elliott Alumni Center.
Condon acknowled ged the ;
· impact of _student response .
· "I would like to thank the
_students for ~11 their efforts,"
·he said. "I have never seeri
anything like it in i3 years."
C:ondon stated, since Haaland
-- has set up the Ad hoc committee
"in good faith," that "any
student associated with this
departme nt will no_t picket
tomorrow. "
Fairchild, also on t he committee, shared C01;idon's optimism about the committee.
'Tm just pleased there is a
very balanced committee at this
point.'' he said.
Originally , there were five
to seven sites conside-red for the
new housing complex, Haaland .
said. Three sites Wfre across the
railroad tracks on the west side
of campus , one was by the
reservoir and another was by
· the Farm Service Building.
H aaland. said his decision to
reconsider the location of the
housing complex was because
. "the concerns expressed were
by and large legitimate.':_,,
"We did have students involved but they weren't part qf
the new student leadership ,"
Haaland said. 'Tm not trying
SITE, page 6

Karl's feels a cop crunch. (Alex Boros photo)

Karl's to hir e pro tec tio n
By Dan Snapp
A series of incidents in C lot
o~er the fitst few weeks of the
semester have forced university
police to request Karl Krecklow,
owner of the popular food stand
'Karl's', to hire weekend police.
According to University Police Chief R.W. Beaudoin, since
the beginning of the semester,
· ther~ have been fights, verbal
sexual harassmen t of women,
two or three arrests of p.eople.,.
I :,, ~·
.

.

11
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drinking and driving, and gener- regufar shifts~ including hiring
the police for the weekends.
al drinking and rowdiness.
Beaudoin estimates the -cost
"It happens during what I dill
police coverage ofC lot at
of
night
(late
the witching hours
on Fridays and Saturdays)," said $220 for the whole weekend
Beaudoin. 'Tm not blaming (Thursday through Saturday
J(arl for these incidents, but if night) .
"The departme nt has ashe wasn't there, they ;wouldn't
su_m ed the costs of coverage
be there."
Karl's lawyer·advised him not since school has started," said
to comment on this issue, but Beaudoin. ··1 don't have the
/
- Karl did say that for the time
. .,.! ,,•
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·The .room mate s you are alwa ys picki ng up after
By Angelique Davi
U rilike Hetzel Hall where the
sounds ·of U2 blare from the
rooms, or Fairch ild with Madonna melodies echoing in the
hallways, the four students
·living in the poultry barns pride
themselves on a more natural
.. music, the clucking of chickens.
Inside the barns, . located
behind the field house, a poster
_rea~s, 'Join the Newest Sorority
on Campus: Alpha Gamma Chi,
Becorpe an AG Chick Today."
Jean Ro.bertson, a junior
vocational techn-ical adult education · major, has lived at the
barns for two years: She admits
she is used to the atmosphere
created by feathers flying and
_
chickens clucking.
"I-grew up on a poultry farm,"
Robertson said. "I've been working wit.h chickens for years."

While talking, Robertson
removes a one day old chick
from a coop and examines its
wings for abnormalities. The students are residents in
the barns primarily to ensure
that 24 hour -care is provided.
ta the chickens, when-the full
time help has gone home, and
during emergencies.
During the spring , careful
watch must be given to new
arrivals to ensure they are
getting water. Every two hours
someone must check the chicks.
The students rotate their guard..
Experience is not a requirement for residents at the barns.
Most of the tasks can be taught
·to newcomers of the poultry
. barns.
Donna Adamec, a · senior animal science, pre-veterinarian
major, decided ·t o move into the
barn residence after working
Robertson lived in Hubbard · two jobs and deciding the poulHall her first year and decided try-job was the one she enjoyed
, ·
to move_into the poultry barns the most.
for my
experience
great
is
"It
economical.
more
was
it
because
Students are required to work ,major," Adamec sa-id.
''It's like any job, except we
a minimum of 10 hours .per
week. Six hours pays for their don't have to driv:e to work,"
housing. The other four are Adamec said. :•it only takes five ·
Free housing - for the birds. (Bryim Fatryons photo)
minutes to get there."
standard UNH student wages.
Although their daily tasks are
A typical day can begin at 7
the same interests. You have to in
a.m. Students collect and record routine, Adamec ad!Ilits things . the cart of eggs ended up
order to live out here," A,damec
_
ground."
the eggs laid from over ,5000 do not always run smoo~hly.
said.
stuRobertson,
to
1,236
Acc;ording
_
dropped
I
time
"One
and
chickens
the
feed
chickens,
For Robertson, living in the
dents live in other barns on
eggs," Adamec said. '
clean the barns. ~
She is able · to laugh now, campus; tfie horse, dairy cow, nutrition area does not make
"We take care of chickens that
and livestock barns;"and Ritz- her feel isolated -from the camare being ~sed for research, and looking back on the incident.·
Pt!S.
"A wheel got caught on a man Lab.
. chickens used for production,"
"It is just like living in, ~P- _
corner," /~damec ~~pl~J.~~~~-•~ng . "We all_li~ve eretty ipuch ti)~ _
:.. ~obert~on s-aid.

oh

apartment off-campus," Robertson said.
. "People usually look at you
funny when you say you live in
the poultry barns," Robertson
said. "I usually just say I live in .
the Coops."

I.

·Reagan hacks propose d
Cambod ian governm ent
· Prince Norodoin Sihanouk emerged from a
meeting with President Reagan earlier this weeek,
saying Reagan agreed an international peace-keeping
force is needed to. help restore stability to war-torn
Cambodia.
Reagan also favored the prince's return to power
in Phnom Penh, the Cambodian capital, as leader
of a new government of reconciliation, Sihanouk
_
. said. __ . .
At the State Department, spokeswoman Phyllis
Oakley said the · Reagan Administratio n was
negotiating with Congress to increase ,aid to
Sihanouk's non-cQmmunist guerrilla faction beyono
the $5 ·million that la~makers approved for 1989.
She refused to specify how much the administration
was seeking.
Sihanouk was ousted from pow~r in 1970 and
is' now the leader of a faction .that has struggled
for ten years to remove occupying Viet_name-se forces.
-It is in an anti-Vietnames e coalition with another
noncom_m unist .g roup headed by: a former pr_ime
minister and the communist Khmer Rouge, widely
blamed for the deaths of hundereds of thousands
of Cambodians during its r'ule from 1975 to 1979,
when_ it was ousted by invadi_n g Vietnam_ese troops.
The prince stated that President Reagan indicated
"the United · States wanted Sihanouk to lead the
new government of Cambodia once the Vietnamese
are out." ·

Minister s seduce-kids
Three Georgia evangelists pleaded guilty this
· week to luring boys into their traveling ministry
for sex. Mario Ivan Leyva, Rias ·Edward Morris and
Freddie Herring were charged with transporting
12 juveniles through_the East and South and offering
the boys food; lodging, gifts and tnoney in exchange
.
for sexual favors.
In Pittsburgh, meanwhile·, a former Romari
· Catholic priest, Robert G. Wolk, was charged this
wee],{ with sexually abusing tw_o alter boys over
a six-year period and is suspected of engaging in
sadomasochist ic r,ituals with other boys in Pen, nsylvania, Florida and Canada, a prosecutor said.

-Senate OK's tax bill

·Contras : take two

. The Senate passed a package of miscellaneous
tax provisions this week, including increases, cuts
ao.d a first-ever "bill of rights" to -strengthen the
hand of taxpayers involved in disputes with the
.
Internal Revenue Servke.
_ The measure was approved <in an 87 -1 vote .
Negotiators began working Wednesday on trying
to compromise the bill with a similar, but larger,
version that has passed the House. The Reagan
administration prefers the Senate bill.
The bill would clear up errors and ambiguities
in the 1986 tax overhaul; relieve farms and sorpe .
o·ther businesses from .. paying the federal tax on ·
diesel fuel used for off-road purposes and extend
seveqil expiring provisions.
Altogether, the revenue-Q.eutral bill reduces taxes
by a total o-f $2.7 billion for some but raises them
-by equal amounts for others.
· The "bill of rights" provision is designed to tip
the scales slightly to~ard the taxpayers who are
the subject of collections or other enforcement
actions by the IRS. It would require the IRS to fully
inform of taxpayers of their rights and triple to
-30 days the notice required before property is seized.

President Rea-g..an intends to call Congress back
to Washinton; D.C. for a special s~ssion later this
year if he judges that Nicaragua's Sandinista
government is seeking to mop U:_p the remnants
·
of the rebels, sources said Wednesday.
Reagan plans to announce his intent-in.a statement .
-due sometime this week, said the sources, who spoke
on condition of anonymity. If the president decides '
to call Congress back, he would ask for a quick action
_to release $16.5· million in military aid for the
Contras. The materiel now is stockpiled in Honduran
.
·warehouses.
Under a Pentagon money bill Reagari signed earlier this m_o nth, a procedure is established for
expedited congressional consideration of a new
request for military aid for the rebels.
The Contras have been without US _military aid
support since February, when it was ended in
deference to efforts to forge a long-term ceasefire between the two sides. The rebels now are.
. receiving som $27 million in hum·anitarian aid under
· Pentagon appropriation measure.

Censo-rship ease'cl
USSR

•
1.n

House s_tol.e n

In Pittsburgh a contractor has been chareged
with stealing a police officer's two-story duplex
home by demolishing it for its bricks.
Police said Edward R. Pratt hired a demolition
Exiled novelist Alexander _Solz~enitsyn, for years
to tear down and haul away a house_for·
company
·
Soviet
the most forbidden cultural name in the
Union, will be published in Moscow in the Literary its_estimated 30,000 to 40,000 bricks. Used bricks
monthly Novy Mir early next year. The announce- are worth $125 to $200 per thousand, making the
·
. inent which is to be made in the journal's next issue haul worth $3,750.to $8,000, brick dealers ~ay.
husband,
her
and
officer,
police
a
Brazier,
Darlene
Soviet
he
t
'
in
yet
event
is the most important
leadership's attempt to limit censorship and revive ·· William, who own the house, said they were left
the -cultural life of the country. Novy Mir's editor, with a partially demolished house and now must
Sergei Zalygin, said while the long a-waited "decision pay for the remainder of the demolition.
The house, which was empty, was worth about ·
t_o publish is now definite,'.' the editorial board has
still not determined in what order the writer's novels $ ~6,000, Mrs. Brazier said.
Pratt was charged this week with theft by
and documentary works would be printed. Solzhep.itsyn, who was awarded the Nobel Prize for deception and attempting to obtain_a city demoliti<;>n
Literature in 1970, was exiled from the Soviet U niop permit by deception. · Police said Pratt is an
. four yeai-S l_ater. He now lives with his family in independent contractor who buys anq sells used ·
·
bricks.
Cav.endish~__Vermont. ·
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.,M ystery,calls to
Unlisted numbers
UNH. He called me when I lived
By John Robert
UNH women nave been ha- at Christensen and he is calling
rassed by ·a man, who calls me where I live now," she said.
himself Dave, and has managed
According to M.J.A. the caller
to locate several women's phone
numbers before New England -says 't he same thing every time.
Telephone Company can .reg- • "He tells us his name is Dave
and then he asks us, 'Do you
·
ister the numbers.
According to Kim Tibbetts, want me to make you feel good?'
the caller telephoned their and then he gets incredibly
rooom, only a few days after _ rude," ,M.J.A. said.
S-he commented that Dave
their phone was installed, and
always sounds like he is in a
alre~dy knew their names:
. "He called up twice and he daze.
'.'I think he must derive pleas'aid 'I know who_you are,' then
he got real rude," Tibbetts said. sure from the calls," M.J.A. said.
1
c?~~e;;;it;~~;:~et.~;~~ ~~\s~f:~fa! X·~~:u~~a!~;~ ,
wished to rem am. un1dent1f1ed, thrng.
Seniors Stephanie Morgan
said there is no possible way the
prankster could have received an_d. T~nya Chandler also re- ·
the number from the phone ce1ved lewd phone calls from '
.
Dave.
company.
_ "_It usually takes,, a week to . "He got so cr~.de ! yelled at
register the num~er, . she added. him and ~ung up, said Morga£?,.
D~tect1ve ~aul J?ean ~f UmThe tw? descnbed the caller
- ~s soundrng about 19 to 20: vers1ty UN~ Police sa1d that
he has had reports of Dave for
yt:ars-old.
..
"He was kind of scummy," years.
"Dave has been ?n campus
Tibbetts said. .
Other women on campus for four years. He 1s the head
.
have also been bothered by the prank cal~er," Dean sai~.
A~cordrng to Dean, Dave is_
caller. M.J.A. (~ot her real
name) ha~ exp~nenced many obv10us~y a student or staff _
member.
cal.I.~ from, Dave.
Dave .has called us ever CALLS
7
'page
·
since we sta-rted school here at

UNH, Fi~estation feels the heat to !ind a new home·. (Jody Pratt photo)

S-p·11·t·s·-· late· d fo· r f1·re· departme nt

.
.
.
..
·
. , .
.
··
"Presently, one-third of fire under a single ·manager.
By R. Scott Nelson
"Things get very complicated ·
Although the university con- department funding is from the
tinues to use the service fre- town of Durham, and two-thirds under more than one boss,"
quently, the Durham Fire De~ is from UNH," Wood said. 'The Hatch said. "It seems things
partment may be passing from ratio of actual calls has changed would be ·addressed .in a more
timely manner under town university to town control soon, to closer to fifty-fifty." .
Rapid recent growth in Dur- control."
according to Durham Town
Wood said it is difficult to ,
Council Chairwoman Maryanna ham has tipped the ratio of fire
· calls in favor of the town, said handle both budgets, especially
Hatch.
The new proposal, discussed Allan Prjnce, financial consul- since the. university operates
at last week's Durham-UNH tant to President Gordon Haa- o.q. a fiscal year and the town
runs on a calendar year.
Town-Gown meeting, calls for Ian&
"This change would allow us
the fire department to be soley . . . Wood said the number of
on the town'_s hudget, · with town fire calls is approaching tobeon_onlyonebudget,"Wood
UNH being billed for the ser- the university's totals, despite said. "It streaml_ines the whole
many false campus alarms this process."
vice.
__ "It now seems appropriate
"The university will still have . ye~r.
· that fire· service be municipal,"
input for·-all critical matters,"
"False fire alarms are an on- Prince said, "It · ~as simply
Hatch said.
The new proposal would not . going, issue," Wood said, '.'but , e:vloved ~o~ t~at,J'><?~nt. It. is .f~irly
·
change fire service in any way, we're off to ·a n especially bad · sel,£-evident.",.'
. Hatch sa,id althm1gh the prop,
Durham Fire Chief Robert start this year."
__ Another problem with pres- . osat has -been endorsed by t:he,
Wood stressed.
The key factor in initiating ,, ent fire department organiza- university-town· committee, it" ·
· the proposal is that the univer-" , tion is that it's budget is split is yet to b~ approved by the
sity is paying for more than its between_ Durhan_i and UNH, board of trustees ..
share of fire calls, according to Hatch ·said. She said the deparr:_ . "We hope they will," she
would run more efficientlv added. ·
Wood.
1

mPnt

Police examine Cafdanicl ges
By Richard D' Avolio
The number of car damages
and auto thefts in parking lots
at UNH has not increased this
, semester, but there is definitely
a problem, according to Chief
Beaudoin of uajversity police.
"I lm not happy with _the '
number of things that are · hap~
pening ... the number of thefts,"
Beaudoin said.
Almost all the parking lots
on campus, accordiRg to Beau.
doin, suffer from thefts and
damages done to automobiles.
· ·. Hardly ~orth hearin'. (Mike Parnham photo)
"Cars are broken into everywhere ob. campus," Beaudoin
said. "In years past, 15 to 20 cars
are hit in one night, in one lot."
· Beaudoin mentioned two
·types of car thefts on campus.
The first is the common breaking into of automobiles for
stereos and tape deckJS, The
Implementing environrilen- second is simply the general
By Margaret Busby
.
Democratic Gubernatorial tal policies such as the bottle destruction of property.
"There is no doubt that the
Candidate Paul McEachern and bill, waste separation, recycling
Congressional Candidate Joseph . ._ arid prosecution of pollute~s was influence of alcohol is in a good .~
Keefe stressed student in:vol- agreed upon by both candidates. number of these things (damvement education health care, . Right now, politics is too ages),'' Beaudoin said. "The first
and the ~nvironme~t as the keys controlled by big money and big two weekends were really tough'
to creating a better America 'in ·media, said Keefe._ There isn't (this semester), with excessive
_ a forum in the MUB on T-uesday. any guarantee that mvolvement drunkenness and damages."
Beaudoin cited parking lot C
Students must get involved o! one individual will mak~ a
now to solve the rproble~s of dtffere1:-c~, bu~ one I?u st Sttck as a heavy_activity area for
the future, McEachern said to to co1:-v1ct1ons if one ts to make damage because of the presence
a crowd of 50 students, faculty, . any tmp~ct on t~.e present of Karl's lunch wagon. The
· resid~_~ts, and reporters. The ~· system? sat~ ~eefe.;. ~e can. d°._. , damages and thefts ·stelll from
environ~en,~al problems : of _,, better m t~ 1.S: country, he_ said. ,'-'. what je.audoin calls "a. lack of
re~<?u~j~:w~nagement ~nd a~i~ ;·.... Kee~e said he ·:wo.ul~ l:1:k e t~/· · itespect' for\people.;, . ; . ·
t_aif:i *~ ,js:,~~es ·whi~h, will aff~ct{_ / t'ec,~eat~t~<:. pa~-~10 nt ~t::~~~;60s?: • '. "It's tpe<fefl.ow student$ V{hO
9\\~.fqfnif ~~:Hfes ty les, ai1:~S~f!d ~,{ ~hwh ms _\!1~~~;- st_ude~t! ro-:' get', . \ &uffer ... 'tf t~~t4swden~s) should
.F~ti,_so::~t~~ents, s~o~ld; act1~eJr ,, 1n:! olved rn.h1.s~fa.t_h ,r~- ~ 6~m- -~·/ have a!nyt;~ :ing•'fo, common, it .
should be Hie mutual support .
·
· ·
ta~e pat~ m the dens10n makmg, · · · . ·. .·
and respect for each other,"
- - DEMS, page 8
~
·
he said.

car dam~ge in parking lot A.
Beaudoin said.
"My car was dragged out of
The common types of damages Beaudoin mentioned were its spot by 15 fe~t," Mudge said.
As is the case with 99 percent
beer bottles being thrown
through car windows and doors; of the accidents in the parking
lots, according to Beaudoin, the
and windows being kic~ed in.
Peter Mudg~, a junior at '
UNH, recently was _a_vi~tim of A LOT, page 7_

.

- Democra ts .stress
students in .future

0

0

..

.. ·

A}l~t of cars' in a lot. (J~dy Pratt photo)
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,ON 'TIIE SPOT
_W hat ,do you think of Brother-Peace '88, and will you~be participating
in this event?

ffl think that the ideals presented
by Brothe~ Peace are.good for
. this University. A1Jd Yes, I will
be participating."

'fSitJ,~e statistics have ·been kept
in the U.S. the amount of women
physically, sexually, and emo- •
tionally abusedby their husbands and boyfriends has been
,on a sharply pitched rise. To me
this sort of statistic combined
with the skinnier and skinnier
models we see in fashion magazines indicates a crisis in our
nations psyche. ·So something
like Broth.er Peace wo_uld.be v¢rj,
imporiant to me."
Anthony McCann

nl think that it's a good idea
to make people aware of violence. Especially when people
are -intoxicated, thf!y tend to be
more aggressive and they don't
realize what they are doing."

Heidi Batchelder

.nrd certainly support it but I
think -it would have to address
the men as we.ll as women. It als.o
has to look a't violence in amer..
ican society as pan of our value
system."

Junior

Andy Bourassa

English/

Senior

Freshman

English

·Math ·

' Amy Hoover ·

Junior

1

English
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-Be it resolved that:

.MONDAY
•

-

'

,

I

OY--CLUB SPORTS .BAR ~
.

I

~featuring Mon.d ay· Nite Football
on Five T. V.s

'The University should be allowed to build additional housing
on the property adjacent to A
Lot...

. h ~re.?
·cw,.

· ·when?

,Merrimac Rm, MU·B
6 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18
'

~.

-(Be it resolved that:•.
The University should abolish
tailgating at Homecoming ...

·_Alumni vs. Debate Society
where?:,. Upper Quad
when? ·
8 P.m Friday, Oct. 21
during- 1 ) ~ ~ "lte S~ event .·_
Join us for these controversial and .
·exciting deba~es next we.e k

/-Steamed Hot Dog.s... ~soe
-Drafts ·
■- 99¢
• ••

--

, OYSTER CLUB,
421 Central: Ave.
Dover 742-0747 - ·

*from 9p.m. til close

. I
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Dilling tour goe_s
behind the ~scenes
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NOTICES
ACADEMiCS

HEALTH

WEEKLY PEER ADVISING:Sponsored by UniBOOZEOMETER: A discussion involving attitudes
versity Advising Center. Need answers to academic
and values ab.out alcohol and drinking. Monday,
· questions? Peer-advisors are available on campus
to help. Stop in and talk with: Michelle, Commu- , October 17, Eaton House, 8:30 p.m.
ter / Transfer Center, MUB, Mondays, 3:30-5:30;
LIQUOR AND YOUR LOVE LIFE: A look at the
Tom, Scott Hall Office, Tuesdays, 7-9 p.m; Paul,
impact of alcohol on relationships. Tue~day, October
Alexander Staff Office, Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m.; Laura,
18, Hillsborough Rm., MUB, noon, and ,Thursday,
Christensen CTower Staff Office, Tuesdays 7-9
·
Oetober 20, Carroll Rm., MUB, 6 p.m. · .
p.m.
ANTARCTICA: THE SEVENTH CONTI NENT- New course for under-graduates and
graduate students with science background in
· Antarctica. February 2-March 30, 1989 James, Room
115, 11:00- noon, 2 credits . Sign-up for Earth
Sciences 795-/ 895£.
· ATHLETICS & RECREATION

~

11th ANNUAL l0K HOMECOMING ROAD RACE: Sponsored by Recreational Sports~ Course
through Durham, Lee and UNH campus. Satudsay,
October 22. Start on Mast Road by A lot, 9 a.m.,
$8 prior to 10/ 19 at 4 p.m., $10 day of the race_.
Call Rec Sports 862-2031-for more information.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Irtfo:
436-8001. Mondays and Wednesdays, Conferen·ce
Room; Health Services, noon- I p.m.
AL- ANON MEETING: Information: 742-2002,
ext. 512. Mondays, Library, Health Services, noon1p.m.
CHRONIC ILLNESS SUPPORT GROUP: Info:
Health Education, 862-3823. -Mondays, Conference
Rm., Health Services, 7-8 p.m:. ,
HIV COUNSELING AND TESTING: Anonymous,
free counseling and testing for AIDS on Tuesday
and Wednesday. By appointment only, 862-3823,·
·
Health Education.

Students find out what's cooking during a dining hall tour . .
CAREER
~Emily Kelleman photo)
OVERA TERS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Info:
434-7578 or Health Ed. 862- 3823. Tuesdays,
INFORMATION ON THE ACTUARIAL PROConference Rm., Health Services,, l -2 p.m.
"The dishwasher can wash _ FESSION: Sponsored by Math Dept. Actuaries
By Ellen Harris
from UNUM Life Insurance, Portland, Maine, will
When you sit down to eat tons of dishes in a short amount
discuss opportunities in and prepa'ration, for . the - CANCER SURVIVORS AND SUPPORTERS
dinner at Huddleston tonight, of time because it's big enough
MEETING: A group for those withc:ancer or friends
actuarial field, the number one area for job
you probably won't think about to take entire racks," said Lock.
and relatives with cancer. Tuesdays, Rm. 249, Health
satisfaction. Monday, October 17, Room 306,
where the .beef burgundy was "It's saved us time and rrioney
Services, 7-8:30 p.m.
·
Kingsbury Hall; 4:10-5p.m.
prepared or how the fresh because of it's efficiency," she
loaves of bread were mass · said.
GENERAL
Krantz showed the group a
·produced.Jnstead, you'll probMEETINGS
_ably wonder why you have to -- walk-in refrigerator designated
WA YSMEET PROTESTANT FELLOWSHIP:
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEETstand ih such a long line to get entirely for flour. "There are
Gather for fun and sharing. Join us for games and
ING: All are welcome! Tuesdays, Rm. 212,
popcorn, a fireplace and hot mulled cider. Neweight kinds of flour in here for
it.
Hamil~on-Smith, 12:40-1:15 p.m.
comers always welcome! Sunday, October 16r
Well, a behind, the scene look baking all different kinds of
. Waysmeet Protestant Student Center, 7 p.m.
at the dining operations, is how breads," she said.
BAHJ\MAS SP~INq BREAK '89: Info meeting
to get a picture of what goes into The bakery also handles such
for all m_terested 10 gorng to the Bahamas for spring
Film:
SERIES:
LUNCH
BAG
STUI)IES
WOMEN'S
feeding close to 5,000 students operations as the making of five
break with the UNH Ski Club. Trip sign-ups with
"It's Never Too Late". Portrait of an elderly woman ·
pounds of fresh peanut butter
at once.
depo~its ~:lue at meeting. Sponsored by- the UNH
who changes til,reers at age 70 and comes out at
Members of the student se- per day and 300 pounds of the
Ski Club. Tuesday, October 18, Carroll/ Belknap
72. Wednesday, October 19, Form;n Ropm, Library,
. nate got exactly that as they famous dining hall granola per
,
.
·
Room, MUB, 9-10 p.m.
,
noon- I p.m.
i
toured the bakery and kitchen week, Krantz explained.
UNH DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: Anyone
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. Q,AY RALLY:
of Stillings an~ the commissary , The tour continued into the
in_terested in Debate Society is encouraged to attend ~.
Sponsored by the Diversity Committee. To be held
Stillings. kitchen, where variou_s
yesterday afternoon. ·
_with , no obligation. Tuesday evenings, Seat the State House in Concord Saturday, October
Director o·f Dining Se·rvices, . ovens, mixers and lettuce cutnate/ Merrimack Rm., MUB, 6 p.m.
returning
11:30,
at
MUB
the
leaving
Bus
p.m.
1-4
22,
explained
was
machinery
ting
of
group
a
Ingeborg Lock, led
required
deposit
non-refundable
$2
p.m.
5:30
at
about 12 members of the student by Loc:;k and other Stillings
THE COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION: Meets
to reserve a seat. Contact Marianne Fortescue in'
_senate into the bakery located employees. ·
at- P<1.ul Creative Arts Center, every Monday night
the Student Activities Office (1524) for further
The concluding leg of the tour
~n. the first flo_or of Stillings,
at 7:00p.m., Rm. M213.
details and to sign-up for bus trip.
where preparations for upcom- was a trip to the UNH commisI
in~. me~ls were' t3:king place. \ _ sary, a warehouse facility {.sed
This bakery 1s the envy of _, to store almost all of the foods
many colleges an~ institutions. and supplies used by the dining
Most schools don t have a full _ halls and the Wildcatessan. Jean
scale bakery like we do," said Harley, commissary manager, --By Tim Thornton ·
.. . · talked about the extensive reLock.
At 2: 18 a.m., Sean Carroll
_-CherylKr~ntz, bakery super- construction _being done on the
~lips on· a pair of headphones,
visor, e_xplarned how ma_ny of · commissary, which is located
adjusts his microphone, and
at the Leavitt Service Center.
the baking processes work
reads a string of a,;ipouhcements
"We are in the middle of a
"We produce about 150 loaves
in an even, controlled voice:
of bread per night for the bread million dollar renov.ation· pr~All weather, community and
board alone. That does.n't in- ject that 'will almost double our
cl.u?e ~read for. sapd~~~he_s, storage .space, enabling us to cut promotional business aside, he
deftly segues into a request for
whKh is also made here, ~said prices by buying in larger quanHowie from Portsmouth and
tities,'.' she said.
Krantz. - - _
- sends 1,700 watts of Dead
·
Allthecookiesthatar,eserved
Ke _n nedys thrashing into the
are made fresh daily in the . John Lasuer, the commissary
dark autumn night, thus beginbakery, Krantz said. That in- assisq1nt manager talked about
nipg the graveyard shift a la
eludes the 600 dozen chocolate the various' systems located at
college radio, the latest show
chip cookies, that'. s),200 cookies · the facility, including a butchery
·
on Earth.
total-, to satisfy the campus sweet apd ' an extensive refrigeration
The 2 . to 6 a.m. air slot on
tooth. Other cookies, like oat- system.
'1We store up to 4,000 differ-' WUNH is based upon a st-rict
meai, peanut butter and ginger .
anything-goes-whatever-youa~e produced in quantities about ent products here, from napkins
can-get-away-with format. The
half the size of the chocolate and jars, to food. Everything
whole operntion is run solo-- except the baked goods and milk
chip batches, said Krantz.
risk taking is encouraged., No
The breads, cookies, cakes and go through here," lie said.
one is there to slap a disc jockey
pastries aTe cooked in huge . "The current refrigeration
ovens that e::an handle 25 sheet system is horrible," said Lasuer. , on the wrist should the ·progra.ni
pahs, or about 50 dozen cookies "The new addition will include -venture too far out of bounds.
two new refrigerator systems, · Unfortunately, not many listenat a time, explained Krantz.
ers are tuned in to reward their
"We .are planning to replace which will be air cooled instead
efforts, either. ·
one oven with a model that will of water ·cooled. A much more
And juS t how many listeners
be more efficient because it will cost efficient method," he said.
are out there on a given eventake entire trays at one time," .· A newly revamped computer
system is located at the comniis- ' ing? "It's hard to say: Last time
said Krantz.
I got no requests," admits Sean,
The current system requires --sary also.
laid back in khaki pants; combat
Lock explained that . the
an employee to individually
boots, and casually mussed hair. Pete McKay - DJ til dawn. (Mike Parnham photo)
$100,000 project to advance the
place each item in the oven.
"They're generally asleep by the
. The bakery also bakes 60-70 computer system, referred to
- sity, to hear what\those crazy picture of alistener, and t}:iey
.
dozen donuts per day, all of as "Queensbury", now enabJes. time I get on."
But there are a few faithful college kids ·a re listening to. But didn't think they were it."
which are made between 5:30 . th~ center to handle purchasing
Phone calls are the only link
members of this late night cult. they don't consider themselves
and 6:30 a.m:. daily, said Krantz.· of food and supplies, accurate
Surprisingly, older, or "normal" · participants. They call late at between the voice coming out
Hqge mixers, dough cutters, invent O ry analysis and
people, Sean explains, make up · night to reveal that they "like of ·the radio and those hearing
a dinner roll machine, and a new price/ quantity information that
a large share of the audience. all that weird stuff you guys it in .the middle of the night. A
"walk-in" dishwasher' pur- help the dining halls organize
Folks tune in to the program play," Sean says. He remembers
chased last year can also be menus and. handle operations
its non -commercial -diver- that certain callers ' 1had this _ WUNH, page 10
for
l
·
.. _
effecttye y. , , . _ -.
found 1
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MID-SEMESTER ·
LAST PAY to withdraw from the University without receiving
,
grades WP or WF.
GOURMET DINNERS- MUB, 6:30 p.m.
PLAY- "La Passion de ·Narcisse Mondoux," Written by
Dean of Quebecois dramatists, Gratien Gelinas, and performea
in Englisfi by Mr. Gelinas and his wife, the celebrated actress,
Huguette Ohgny.Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m., students
$4, general.$6. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office, 10 a.m.-4p.m.,
.,
862-2290.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15

MEN'S SOCCER- vs. Hartford, 2:00 p.m.
9OURMET DINNERS- MUB, 6:30 p.m.
. SUNDAY,OCTOBER 16

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL AWARENESS
WEEK.
MUSO FILM- "This Prope~ty is Condemned." Strafford
· 'iloom. MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
UMH SYMPHONIC BAND AND UNH JAZZ BAND:. Nicholas Orovich and Bill Reeve directing. Johnson Theater,
,
·
Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 17

, NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL AWARENESS
.
WEEK.
HOMECOMING WEEK.
SPANISH/CLASSICS FlLM- "Elisa Vida Mia." Room 110,
Murkland, 4-7 p.m., $1.
HOMECOMING- Outdoor Aerobics Exhibition. Thompson
.Hall, 4:30 p.m.
ITALIAN FILM- "In The Name of The Pope-King"(l985)
·
Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m. ·
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18

LECTURE- U,S. Cong!essma~ Judd Gregg, republican
candidate for Govenor of New-Hampshire, "New Hampshire's
,.
l uture and You." Strafford Room, MUB, 12:45 p.m.
ART PRINTSALE- Rock & Film Poster Sale. Gran,ite State
Room Lobby, MUB, 10 a.m.-5p.m.
CHEMISTRY LECTURE- ''Com:,f>uter Assisted Instruction
,in Organic Synthesis with LHSA, Prof. R. Stolow (Tufts).
Room 1103, Parsons, 11:00 a.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES- "The Crisis of the Fifth .
•' Century: Plato and Euripides," Spanish Prof., Charles H.
Leig~ton, Room 201, ~urkland, 11-12:30 p.m. Open to the
.
.
publIC.
.WOMEN'S TENNIS- vs. Connecticut. Field House, 3 p.m.
SPANISH/ CLASSICS FILM- "Elisa vida Mia." Room 303,
.
·
James, 7-9 p.m., $1.
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES- "The Price of Health: Social
Choice in America," Marc Hiller, associate professor of health
_i,nanagement and policy. Alumni <;=enter·, 7:30 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES- Stephen Petronio Company, _modern
dance. Johnson Theater, Pau1 Arts, 8 p.m.
HOMECOMING- Faculty, Staff & Student Coffeehouse.
·
Niche, ,8-11 p.m.

Love of our "la'1d vital step
By Marianne Moore

how important it is for voters purpose and said it\s "really
On Tuesday, panel ·s peakers · to "weigh and compare" pol- · importan~ to get your points
-· ,
representiog New Hampshire iticians' credentials concerning across_" ·
Page Brqwn, a member of
Earth Care Week stressed eh- environmental issues.
Christopher Childs of Green- S.O.S. (S~amp Out Smokestacks)
vironmental awareness, the
steadily declining state of the Peace followed Craissy. Childs · in Exeter, urged ending the
environment and increased go- spoke .quietly but intensely of . burning of trash in incinerator,s.
vernment participation as a his experiences with Green- Brown told of the problems
. means of counteracting the Peace. He also urged people to trash burning creates with the
-- ozone layer, which in turn is
deleterious ·forces at work on
producing the greenhouse efour environment.
· .
feet.
T.uesday was the second day
Herb Moyer, a teacher and
of activities for New ,Hampself-proclaimed trouble makec
shire's Eahh Care Week, which
told of his experience when
featured speeches by grassroots. ·
arrested. , He claims he was
environmentalists and~music
falsely arrested for exercising
by the Shaw broth'ers followed
what he said was his coristitu.
,by a panel discussion. ·
tional .right. He said he was
Environmental groups from
arrested for collecting signaNew England as well as national
tures on a petition at the town
groups were represented.
dump. Moyer said he believes
Tables were set up jn the .
that nuclear power only thrives
Granite State Room with inforbecause of abuses to constitumation about the spec_ifit groups
tional rights.
available for tho-se in a-tterid- . - ·
Moyer was followed by the
· ance: However, the number of
Shaw Brothers. The - t1hree
participants almost equalled. the
number of those who came to "share the vision-whatever it middle-aged brothers played
their activist music on guitars .
. is for you.''
gear the speeches.
· State Representative Dean · A representative from the They started with a song that
Merchant began the evening by Sierra Club followed Childs. featured·the appropriate chorus,
speaking about what the group Peter Contrastano is on the "better off bein'g active today
executive committee of the than radioactive tomorrow."
members hoped to accomplish.
The brothers finished with
Ellen Craissy was the first Sierra · Club, the oldest and .
speaker. Craissy urged voter largest of the environmental an audience participation verparticipation. She also stressed : groups. He spoke of the group's' sion of "This Land is Our land."

----.---- ---SITE --------<continued from page 1)

any miscommunication. I take responsibility
for it~ it's my administration.", ·
"Dean Fairchild knew something about it but he didn't know
details." he said, "There was
no request for them to respond
on that (particular) site."
"I would have liked to see the
College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture volunteer information in regards to the sites."
Fairchild said there . were
memos written that "explained
our concerns and we hoped that
t:hey'would be looked at."
According to Haaland, the
information -recommended to
him by the preliminary studies
indicated the reservoir site was
the best for a housing complex.
"I didn't know the level of
concern some- people in the
college had," he sa.id. "We ,}Vere
surprised. Cle.arly a lot of dif.,.
ferent groups involved felt
threatened." ·
"I am unhappy when people
suggest motives other than for
the university. I made no effort
to hide anything I knew about.
(The criticism) wasn't out there
at that time."
Haaland denied any committment to Aring Schroder, the
archetictutal consultant company where DeVito now works,

to make excuses for

to handle the construction of , Haaland sajd there will be no .
high rises built in this complex.
the complex. ·
,"We don't want another
"We had no committment to
DeVito to provide him with any Stoke Hall. I'm not .going to
, work here at the University support or participate in that,"
he said.
before he left," Ha-aland said. ,
1
In light the administration's
. Haaland emphasized the company' was only handling preli- inadequate handling of the ,
minary work investigating each situatio~, Haaland said he
site and that it was "unfortu- realizes ·communication has
nate" the situation had another been a key problem and steps
appearance. He said any firm are ·being taken ·to help bridge
may be a candidate when bid- these gaps .
"The administration has not ,
to handle the
. ding goes
spent enough time -thinking of
construction!
Haaland_.said he supported communicating about what's OQ.
the proposed site to the Trustees ~ the agenda," he said. "We are
because he felt it was good. Now, t.rying,,ro make explicit
he said, the Trustees are asking changes. ,
He cited meetings with stu'what happened?' and 'why did
it happen?' but he hopes they dent 'leaders once a month, ·
will be able to talk' it through holding open meetings with the
when the board meets today and university staff, future plans to
occasionally visit campus dortomorrow.
Haaland said town members mitories and Student Senate,
of Durham have supported a and his regular attendance of
mo:ve over the tracks to help Academic Senate meetings.
'TU never get away fro~
ease crowding problems. Haaland said that for years the criticism. The president's office
· university has looked across the needs to weigh the benefits and
tracks because the prope_rty on the liabilities," Haaland said. ·
"Inevitably any decision will
this side has "largely been used
be controvertia:l and will not
up."
"We are committed to build- ·satisfy everyone," Haaland said.
, 1ng (the complex). With growth , "My goal .is to try ro make those
of New Hampshire, the univer- decisions for the benefit of. the ynversity as a whole.':
sity will get larger."

qut

to STOP
low power testing at
SEABROOK
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Legal March starting at
Hampton Beach Rt. IA

October 16th,.SUN. at 12 noon
. Nonviolent Direct Action
at Seabrook Nucle_a r Power Plant
(non-violence training supplied)

_ ,
CONTACT
ClAl1SHEll AllfANCt 603-224-4163
t» KJ?.f5TEN ~ f1f1't 603-65/i- ,~oq
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Drinking age less a lorig Shot

,5 ·tt ORT ·S

By Kelly Fallon .
Getting the drinking age to
change is a long shot, but it will
neh:r change unless someone
gets it going. It will be brought
up with the Town/Gown Commitee in future meetings and
recommendations will be made
to the town, according to Doug
Clark, owner of Glory Daze and
· member of the Town/Gown
.
Committee in Durham.
Because the subject is so
controversial, even trying to do
something about it is risky
business.
"Most people agree that the
law is unrealistic, but no one
will do anything about it," said
Clark. "But I'm not afraid to take
those.risks."
Clark readily admits he is
against the drinking age and .
sees it as being unrealistic.
"It's forcing people to qreak the law,'.' Clark said. "Those who
have been drinking since high
school aren't going to stop once
they get to college. People are
Counting the 'daze' to 21. (photo by Al Pratt)
goingw drink anyway."
The notion of changing the
drinking age to 18-years-old more people, it wouldn't be as more abuse."
would have to get approval from . big of a deal, Clark said.
There is a college- bar in
"So many people are drinking
the town of Durham, theri move
California that serves low alto petition the state, and then beer after beer and shots in coholic beer to those 18-yearsgo to the federal Level, said between just to get totally old and over, according to Clark.
drunk," .Clark said. "Making it
·
.
· (Dark.
The beer is .only three or four
"The drinking age seems like legal would rake a lot of the
proof, so it would take quite a
more of a hassle," said junior excitement away and eventually
few to get drunk.
problems."
less
cause
.
want
who
"People
Powell.
Lauri
"I think there would be more
to drink find ways around it. But
"I th-ink having an 18-yearsit's definitely unreasonable for problems if the drinking age was old and over bar on cam pus
high school students to be" lowered/ said sophomore Kelly would be great," said junior Kyle
running around buying bottles ·Lord. "Getting alcohol would Thayer. "That way more noribe more-convenient for younger gr;eeks and under-21 students
of hard liquor."
. lf drinking became legal for aged people and there would be could have a place to go."

,-Group geared at
· student exchange

COMMUNITY NEWS
CONGRESSMAN, CANDIDATE VISITS
UNH:
Judd Gregg, New Hampshire's Second° Disttict
Congressman and Republican candidate for governor, will discU;ss "New Hampshire's Future and
You," in the Strafford Room of the UNH Memorial
Union Building, October 18 at 12 :45 p.m .. His
presentation is free and open to the public.
OBSERVATORY OPEN:
The UNH observatory will be open to the public
Friday, October 14 and 28 from 8 to 10 p.m .. Located
in the west field of the university Field House, the
observatory is equipped with a 14-inch. Celestron
telescope. The building, however, is unheated and ·
• can accomodate only a few people at once, therefore,
visitors ar~ advised to dress accordingly. The
odservatory will close if weather is not permitting.
For more information, _contact the Physics Departrpent at 862-1950.
- PUBLIC SREVICE ANNOUNCEMENT:
Registration for new voters and correction of
the checklist will be' held on Tuesday, October 18,
from 7-9 p.m.,' and on Saturday, October 29, from
J 1 a.m. to 12 noon. The Supervisors of the Checklist ·
will be at the Durham Town Hall and proof of
citizenship is required for .new voter registration.
This includes a birth certificate, passport, or
naturalization papers. Current ~hecklists are posted
at the' Town Hall, the Post Office, and Memorial
Building.

----- A LOT--

(coritinued from page 3)
person responsible for damaging a vehicle does not report the
main points: learning about the incident.
By Bill Ingram
Motivation and marketing organization itself (motivationAccording to Mµdge, his car
highlighted last weeke~d's In- al meetings), and how to recruit · suffered $1,000 worth of damternational Association of Stu- companies to participate (mar- age and he believes it happened
dents in Economics and Busi- keting meetings), according to during the afternoon.
"How would no officials
ness Management (AIESEC) Samuels.
"The motivational meetings knew about this before-I did?"
conJerence at Tufts University.
UNH sent 28 members from focussed on teaching new Mudg~ questioned.
members about how AIESEC
its local committee.
As far as the tlamage to
AIESEC is an international is organi~ed,_its functions and Mudge's car, .he said, "Someone
orginization in 67 countries its principles,"said Keith Allard, was not thinking straight."
human resources ofAfter the accident, Mudge
with the goal-of placing students AIESEC
with companies in member ficer. ':Basically, trying to teach · · went to Rice House to request
international understanding," a different parking lot permit.
countries. The group wor k s on he added.
He said they told hini, "Tough
."At the_ mark_eting meetings,
an exchange basis, trading stu.luck ... things like that happen
dents with fellow nations, -according to Michele Samuels, -members were taught about the everyday."
, AIESEC exchange proc~ss and knowlf
"They frustrated me. The
edge of the product ,(internpresident Q UNH s people at traffic services are
committee.
.Boston University, Tufts,_ ships)," said Kennedy.
incompetent... they have no con"The important part of these cept of personal relations at all,"
Trinity, Georgetown Univer·sity, George Washington Uni- meetings was practicing market Mudge said.
'\
,
calls," she said.
• H
"The potential for people not
AIESEC member Kate Bar_ ege, 0 1Y
versity, Vassar_Co 11
.
bei_ng around that lot (A-lot)
Cross, and Pace University were
rett said, "It was a very motiis greater than at other lots,"
among the schools represente d
at the conference, said Samuels. vational weeke nd • we learned Mudge said. "Someone should
Marketing Director Eria.' a lot about the organization and see what's going on."
its basic goals."
"AIESEC ·
, A counter-attack Beaudoin
Another AIESEC member
aims
·
Kennedy sai d ,
to arrange traineeships (interhas c~ilsidered is to have officers
ships) for foreign students with Patty Johnson said; "We learned sit in undercover cars in the
loca_l companies. In return, some how to market companies, trai- parking Jots, but he maintained
UNH members receive overseas nees and present ourselves."
· that he lacks the man power to
"The regional greatly contrib- undertake such measures.
traineeships (internships)."
strong
a
of
formation
the
to
uted
K
·
For exarrip 1e, Mrnna or- and cohesive local committee. _,, "TJ:ie , salvation, th.an.ks to
keaoja, a Finnish student was
God, is the majority of the kids
placed at•Simplex. In exchange Many members learned more are great," Beaudoin said. "We
a UNH student was placed in from the regional conference don't give credit to all the great
than they expected," Kennedy people out there, you only hear
a foreign company.
This weekend's conference said.
about the minuses."
.
had many seminars with two
On a campus of 10,000 students, Beaudoin knows he is
outnumbered, but he has faith
-<conrinued from page 3)
in the majority to ~eep the dents with the sexual assaults campus thriving.
The de~,ective said the phone and flashing incidents on cam"I _like- the students ... I n,ever
calls are- super hard to rnves., pus " Dean said.
a student I didn't like;"
et
m_
_
calls
prank
the
stressed
H~
makes
tigate," an~ added,"I-;Ie
Beaudoin said. "I would like to
some of his _call~ from P~y- are illegal and added that .if . see the day when there would
phones to avo~d beu~g traced. . anyone 1had any information or
not have to be one policeman
The detective said that the received a call from Dave
on this campus."
, calls have a negative effect on contact the U niverstity police'. .
AH information can be anonymthe students. "lt' s frightening to the stu-, ous.

FRIENDS OF GAY MEN AND WOMEN:
A support group for parents and friends of gay
men and·women will meet Sunday, October 16 from
3 to 5 p.m. at the First Congressional Church in
Concord. rhe group, Parents FLAG (Parents and
Friends of Lesbians and Gay Men) is small and
informal_ and all contact with them is kept
confidential. For more infoqnation contact Toni
Lewis at (603)424-3252; Nora Tuthill at (603)7723893; or by mail at P.O. Box 3654, Nashua, N.H.,
03061; or 18 Hobbs Road, Kensington N.H., 0393.3.
.

.

PARTENER ABUSE:
Free, confide_n tial discussion groups for women ·
interested in exploring partner abuse issues will
be held in Durham, Thursday nights from 6 to 8
p.m., begiriing 9n October 20 aqd continuing for
eight weeks: Topics will range from "Why Does
Abuse Happen?" to «Deciding to Leave-Deciding
to Stay". For more information, call Holly at A
Safe Place,-l-800.,852-3311.

SEMINARS
ZOOLOGY SEMINAR:
Jeff Schloss, UNH, will discuss the Lakes Lay
Monitoring Program as part of the Fall Zoology
Seminar_?chedule. His presentation will be held
on Monday, October 17 at_4 p.m. in the Spaulding
Life Science Building, room 17. For more information, contact the Zoology Department at 862:_
2100.

AMERICAN HEALTH POLICIES:
·.. The Price of Health: Social Choice in America,"
will be discus~ed by Marc Hiller, UNH associate
professor of health administration and policy, at
the third presentaton by the UNH Fall Faculty
Lecture Series. Hiller's objective is to bring about
policy-level realities that will influence the healt~
care system in the United States. The lecture, to
be held Tuesday, October 18 at 7:30 p.m. in .the
Elliot Alumni Center, is free and open to the public.

CALLS-------

Iii]
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SHOR TS

(continued from page 3)

WORKSHOPS
RETIREMENT INVESTING:
"Investing After Retirement" is a workshop
-' currently being offered by th~ UNH Division of
Contim.iing Education on Saturdays, October 15through November 5, from 9 to 11 a.1n .. For
registration or more i_n formation call 862-2015.

\

\

.\

IN VESTMENT FOR WOMEN:
']nvestment Strategies for,Women" is a one day
.workshop offered by the . UNH Division of
Continuing Education on Thursday, October 20
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m .. For registration .or _m ore
information call 862 .'. 2015.

EXHIBITS

paign 20 years ago . . Keefe.'s
father ran for congress in 1968.
Keefe said it is time again to
ask "Why not?" and start the
ripple of_change. ·
McEachern also referred to
the past when 28 years ago he
came to UNH as a student with
the American Dream burning
in -him. He says he senses only
. frustration in the present stu.dent generation.
The gover.nment must get
more involved with education
by in.vesting in NH's \dnder~
gartens and health education
to cut medical costs, said McEa(heran. The government hasn 't
done its job to create affordable
homes and housing either, he .
added. ·
K ·e n S k i d m o r e , c o chairperson of the democratic
stugents organization (DSO),
said he was happy with how the _
candidates· articulated their
views and solutions to the
environmental and educational

·issues which will effect changes
- in the future for a better America'. The candidates addressed
the key issues which wiH be

"At first l wasn't sure about
the referendum, but now I think .
. it is a good way to get the most
students involv_e d," Gamble
·
said.
Gamble· and Garthwaite be-lieve they are .not close-minded
to Gordon Haaland and _it is
important for them to see all
, sides.
Neither of the senators are
extremely optimistic that the
differences with Haaland will
be solved afte! the mee ting.

(continued from page 1)
"With the facts that we have
and what we have seen in the .
past, I don't see that happen.
ing," said Garthwaite.
"But anything is possible,"
Gamble added. Rose and Silk agr~ed that a ·
lot of Haalc1:nd' s practices should
be questioned. But they feel
students need to work with
Haaland, not ~gainst him.
Silk believes that Haaland has
· definitely made mi-stakes that
need to be _called into question.

Democratic Gubernatorial Candid~te Paul McEachern (Em1ly
Keleman photo) ·
depated in all the races this year,
be it gubernational, congressional, or presidential,Skidmore
added.

HAALAND - - - - - - -

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBIT:
A photographic exhibition of American black
women, "Women of Courage," will be on display
in the UNH Thompson Hall until October 14. The
exhibit of 56 color photographs is free and open
to the -public, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.

1

'We're not playing patsy to
President Haaland," said Silk.
· Rose· said he would try "to
kill" the referendum and the
bill on Sunday. ·
"And then the time will come
when we'll take Haaland up on
promises where he is failing
UNH students," Rose said. ·
About the referendum, Silk
-s aid, "Sometimes I wonder if ·
they' re grabbing for headlines
or grabbing for Haaland's job."

ATTENTION
I
I
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WHIT IF YOU DOWT GO
INTO THE GRID SCHOOL
,· OF YOUR CHOICE?

Sc,.ue, there are other schools. But why
settle? ~plan helps students raise their
scores and their chances of being admitted into their first-choice schools. Fact is,
/ .no.o ne has helped students score higher!
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Sanctuar y for the starry eyed -

When y·ou wish apon a star ...
)3y Kari Bremer

· Yo~'re lost- in the White
Mount_ains. Your toes are cold.
Your compass is not working.
You look desperately for the1
_
North star. ·
You freeze to death, because
you have never been to the
UNH observatory to learn about
the planets and the stars. .
·The observatory; located west
of the Field House, will b~ open
today from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. It
has been open ·every other week
. for people interested in viewing
the universe from a highpowered telescope.
According to Kent Reinhard,
director of the physics observa,tory and UNH astronomy
_professor, recently the planet

*It

,

*
it
it

(con~u~~:~~-el)_ __

\

,

*T*T*T*T*~....,.--• ••.. * • * * * * 0000000000000000 00000000000

*

/

money there to start with. I feel they were selling food before
very badly about the whole tHe rule was proposed.
Karl has already been offered
situation."
"We have a responsibility to arl alternative site for his van
protect the community," said from one lcical -re~taurateur. Michael Libby, man.a ger of
Beaudoin. "Since those involved
were there to eat at Karl's, we Nick's restaurant in Durham,
feel he should share in some of told The New Hampshire that
the responsibility in covering he called Karl about moving his
van to Scorpio's parking lot ( the
the area."
The severity of the incidents owner of Nick'~ owns the Scorrequired action to be taken, said _, pio's property).
"I told _him that if he needed
to Beaudoin.
"There was one person who a place, maybe we could work
sustained a broken leg as a result something out," said Libby. "He
of one of the fights," Beaudoin didn't get back to me about it,
said. "I don't care wh~re the so I a_~sume he worked things
money comes from. We just - out with.the university police." ,
Student reaction was mixed.
need to have the coverage
All thought Karl was being
there.'.'
"The administration is aware treated unfairly, but some could
of the problem," Beaudoin said. - underst~nd the police's prob"So is the student body pres- lem.
John Dunphy; a sophomore,
ident. If another source of
.. money is found, fine. I just can't said, "He's just doing his job
_ go on covering it myself. I _have serving food. It's not his fault
.regular shifts to cover and this · that half the people going there
is taking away from those (on weekends) have been drinking~"
·
shifts."
"It's the atm_osphere more
Beaudoin sa.i d the recent
incidents are the most severe than it's Karl," Dunphy said.
"It's not his job to be a baby
of any that have occurred at
Karl's since Beaudoin first sitter," added Sophomore Dave
Martineau. "If it's the university
arrived to campus in 1965.
''We've never had problems police's job to .keep control, then
,Mars has been one of the-brigh- . with the largest telescope ~n ·nearly this bad," said Beaudoin. · it's their responsibility. Let the
cam ups, a 14-inch celestron. "Something's happened every · university find the extra funds
ter objects in the sky.
"We've been watching (Mars) Reinhard estimated its worth weekend since school started, to keep it under control. They've
so ·I expect something every never had any problems getting
for months," said Rienhar-d. between $10,000-$15,000.
the funds for their other pro"It is exciting that UNH has weekend now.~'
"Although you can'.t see it wery.
This is not the first time jects."
well because it has an atmos- this facility," Sfiid UNH Senior
Dwight Parks. Parks said he Karl's l;msiness has been in ~ Freshman.Jack Mignosa sai<;l,
phere of carbon dioxide."
"I thihk Karl does have some
Through the telescope, Jup- went to the observatory to view jeopardy.
According to the 1979· Gran- responsibility, but it's more the
iter, the largest planet, will be Halley's comet in the fall of
ite, Karl's business was threa- people's responsibility. Maybe
visible as well as "the Androme- 1985.
Since the observatory has tened that year when university if everyone realizes that it hurts dia galaxy which is closest to been open it "averaged 40 to officials passed a rule saying nO Karl, they'll stop."
·
us," sa,id Reinhard.
Beaudoin realizes that the
The observatory was built in 50 people (each) night," esti- one could sell anyth.ing on university proper.ty unless they weekends represent a signifithe spring of 1985. Construction mated Reinhard.
were full..:time students. Karl cant portion of Karfs business,
- was funded by a $25,000, UNH
The 20 foot high steel obser- didn't work for three weeks, and but says he has no other choice ..
Elliot Fund Gi:ant and the
"I hate to see this happen,"
_ college of engineering and phys- vatory can accommodate ap- his customers were enraged.
·In order to keep the peace, said Beaudoin.- "You have to
ical sciences. It is primarily used proximately IO people at a time.
for education rather than re- . It is unheated to prevent lenses the offidals added a "grandfath- understand this .isn't a vendetta
from fogging. Reinha rd advises er clause" allowing Karl and his against Karl:"
search, said Reinhard.
__ _ brother, Fritz, to continue ~ince
to dress warmly.
visitors
equipped
is
The observatory
·
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More B.S. from TNH

(continued from page 5)
good show-is often measur-;;d
in terms of listener response,
and detailed· statistics are 'kept
on requests. .
The most annoying phone
calls, Sean complains, are those
where people just want to chat,
CURTIS GRAVES
not understanding _that the DJ
has records to pull out and cue
Next month, Americans will turn out in droves to-participate because he sweated too much during a debate. And Jesse
up, meters to read, butto~s to
in the ritual whereby we select our leader: a man whom Jackson was never _a serious candidate because he doesn't
push, announcements t:o prepare and charts to write. "This
the free world will look to to provide guidance, ensure · look at all like the rest of the candidates.
girl
went on and explained her
democracy, and light the way to prosperity. Yes, by midBut forcing us to make decisions based on appearances
whole life . for 45 minutes,"
November, we will know whether the next leader of the is not the only crime of which television is guilty. Consider
remembers Mike Guillory, DJ
of the hardcore "No Rules"
.free world will be President Bush .or President D~kakis.
the political advertisements we have seen of late. One of
show, which precede~ Sean's
Bleeah! Why is it that both of these names cause me so Dukakis's commercials features a bunch of Democrats hard
shift:
.
\. .
much distress? Why is it that no one ·I speak to has anything at work discussing campaign strategy. One ·young hot-shot
Mike says his favorite listener
good to say about either candidate? The latest cliche on · predicts that Bush will try ,a par.ticularly sinister ploy to
line is the all too common "I
listen to your show a lot" bit,
~ campus is: "I don't really want to vote for-----, but I'm going
dupe the American public into voting for him.
__
the traditional method of cajto, because I don't want----- to win."
Another hot-shot (who is perhaps still a little wet behind
oling a request out of a DJ. Mike
Folks,.we are confronted right now with what can accurately the ears) is horrified, and exclaims, "he'd do that?" The
notes·that for each one of these
he receives, though, he _has to
qe called a lose-lose situation. Each candidate's platform commercial ends with a warning to the :Ame.rican public:
put up with an equal number
is severely flawed, and both Bush and Dukakis are more " "Don't let them sell you a package." The logic here is
of "why don't you play some
interested in clever rejoinders andr witty repartee. than they · sopho~oric, yet frightening: Bush is a package; a' package
good music?" pleas.
There is a small faction of
are in discussing the issues. As university students, we should is bad; don't vote for a package.
·
regulars
devoted to wee hours
be asking ourselves1 how thes,e two men were nominated
But what does all this nonsense about a package mean?
programming. An elderly man
and what their nomination says about American culture.
named "Toejam" used to check
It means absolutely nothing. The label "package" is dubious,
in with Sean every now ·and
I would like to think that the reason so many members and yet, it can be aptly applied to any candidate for any
then, and Mike recalls a listener
of the UNH community are dissatisfied with Bush and Dukakis . office. Unfortunately, most viewers will fail to realize this,
who worked in the shipyard and
lies in the fact that we have been trained to think critically. and will blindly follow the logic of the commercial.
vowed that he taped WUNH
In other words, as university students, we have the power
Here's another example of how television affects the ,, ·, broadcasts and blared them
under the' depths of the Medto make choices based on information that goes largely election process. A couple of days ago, one of the networks
iterranian Sea when he was
overlooked by the rest of America. Some of us read published a poll which suggested that Dukakis is all washed
assigned to submarine work. _
newspapers daily, others are involved in student government up. As a result, Dukakis is losing support faster than Bush
, "People keep calling to let
you know they' re sti11 listening,"
arid/ or student publications, and some of us have chosen is losing his hair. Like' some sick; self-fulfilling prophecy,
Sean says. "The listeners are
political science as a major. Ostensibly, there are more that single poll has undermined Dukakis's campaign almost
listeners, that's what we're here
informed people on university campuses (in terms of ratio) to the point of no return. Wouldn't it be interesting if the
for."
"Sean is what's known as a
than just about _anywhere else. My reasoning.may be simple, · poll turned out to be spurious, if it 'were a media scam
'KBDJ'--a 'kick butt' DJ," Mike
but my conclusion is sound.
perpetrated by the Bush camp? I have no reason to doubt
jokes. The audience.seems to
Perhaps you have anticipated my next question: Where. . the legitimacy of the poll, but how hard could it be to pull
think so, as Sean r~ceives. more
than a few phone talls _considdoes the rest .of America turn.to get the information it needs-. .aJ nedia stunt on television and thereby destrby one's rival?
ering the time o.f night. His
to decide whom to vote for? ·u you answered "television,''. How hard could it .be?
show features a wide variety of
·go to the head of Jhe class.
music--from the 'Batman'
Television i~ terribly seductive. Advertisements appeal
theme song, to a group named
Ah, yes: television. That -two-dimensional medium that not to our reason, but to our senses. How can we be expected
Plaid Cow, to a cover of a Johnny
is slowly stripping us of our 'ability to think. That hallmark to use our reason when we are inundat~d .by sound bites,
Cash ' tune. "It's kind of like
of American life which numbs the mind as it ,excites the heartbeats, _screaming mobs, and testimonials from people
wandering," Sean points out.
senses. That insidious box that sits in my living room and who claim they've been saved from homelessness or
'_T m enjoying this show a lot."
· Sean cuts into a Yemeriite folk
makes me say things like, "Buy another vowel, you fool!"
·joblessness .by one candidate or the other? It is very difficult
song that .makes Mike grimace.
All joking aside, it is time we questioned seriously the to distance one's self from all the hype, but it is -something
"It's like death music in a way," _
reliability of television as a ·tool to help us decide whom that we, as university students and future leaders, must
Sean says of the album. "It's
happy death music."
to vote for. next month. Author Oscar Wilde once said, "It do.
WUNH enforces certain resis only shallow people who do not judge by appearances'."
Don't be a couch potato. Don't subscribe to televisidn
. trictions to ensure this diverWhat Osc;ar didn't realize is that in the '80s, we judge things logic. Read.the news, don't watch it. Decide what you want
sified, offbeat programming.
Station rules stipulate that at
all too much by appearance, and far too little by content. · in a ca~didate, and then look at the records· until you {jnd
least 50 percent of the cuts
Because of television, we are coming to value more and a candidate whose views match or approximate yours. Then
played must come from · new
more the appearance of the ~andidates rather than what . vote with confidence. Exhort other people to do likewise. -·
music, and memos to DJs taped
to the wall remind them not to
they have to say. Bob Dole lost the GOP nomination because It may be too late this year, but just wait till '92.
fall into
"college top 40"
he was too bitter4ooking. Nixon lost to Kennedy (fortunately)
format and overplay such
Curtis Graves· is a Staff Rep~~ter for Th~ New Hampshire.
groups as R.E.M., U2, and The
Psychedelic Furs.
The station's main goal is to
offer balanced programming,
and the late night b:r oadcasts
create an opportunity to go out
on a limb and break new ground.
Unlike commercial stattons,
WUNH does not have to sucDON"T WAIT/
cumb to or risk offending any
BOOK NOW FOR
sponsors, because, as Sean mainTHE_HOLIDAYS/ound Tripa
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NOTHING'IMPRESSES AN EMPLO
LIKE DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL
E ..... f ONCE IN AWHILE.

After several years of intense study, a lot of college graduates finally learn something. They're
not qualified for the job they want
.
··,· .
· .
.
.· .
.
Fact is, ·many graduates never find a career in·their field of study. All their time spent in study. :
Notenough time in,the field .
·
·
·
That's why there's a nationwide program for college students called Cooperative Education. ·
It allows students to alternate studies at the college of their choice with paid, practical work ·
experience in the career bf their choice.
_
·
To participate in Co-op Education you don't need to fit into any particular socio-economic
.group. You don't need to be a stnright "A" student eithei: ·
·
All you really need to be, is smart enough to leave school~ ·-

,CO•OP Education.
· You earn a fu~e when you earn a degree~
f!W1 Fo~ a free booklet write: Co-op Education• P. 0. Box 999 • Bosfon, MA 02115
~ , A Public Service of This Publication • © 1985 National Commission for Cooperative Education
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After you're done with .
school, you face one of
the hardest lessons in life:
Without experience, it's tough to get a job.And
without a job, it's tough to
,_
get ex_Qenence.
At The Wall Street .
Journal, we recognize that expe- ·
rience is something you don't
start earning until after graduation.
But while you're waiting, we can
give you a head start by providing
some of the s·ame competitive
advantages that experience brings.
For instance, our wide-ranging
news coverage gives you a clearer
lll}derstanding of the whole ccjmplex
·
world of business.
Our tightly focused feature re- ·
porting prepares you for your more
specific ambitions - whether in · ·
management, accounting, finance,
technology, marketing or small
·
business.
And our in-depth analysis helps
you formulate your ideas in a
sharper and more persuasive way.

Call 800-257 -·i200,* Ext. 1066 ,
or mail the coupon - and start your
subscription to The Wall Street
Journal at student savings of-up
to '$48 off the regular subscription price ..
That's a pretty generous offer.
Especially when you consider. what it actually represents.
Tuition for the real world.

l

ITo subscribe, call 800-257-1200:l
. Ext. 1066 toll- free. . ·
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Editorial
Th e pre sid ent ial ele ctio n is ove r
--

~

. .

'

'

had to reveal to the viewers (here goes the
I think Michael Dukakis lost the election
old cliche) a more human side, as. well as
last night.
a distinctiv e new plan. He had · to stop '
For those who didn't know, la~t night
babbling about "good jobs at .g0od ·wages,"
was the final debate between presidentia l
which I'm sure no one is against, and start
candidates Gov. Michael Dukakis arid Vice
showing that he was a three-dime nsional
P r esident George Bush. Going into the"
person, capable.of letting down his emocontest, Du_kakis.trailed Bush in every public
tionless facade.
· opinion poll, by an ave-rage of five to six
p ercentage points. Bush's lead had been
He was given the chance to do that right
holding steady for the past month. He held
from the start of the debate. The very first ·
a big advantage in probable electoral college
query was directed at Dukakis by · the
votes. With a little more than three w,eeks
gentleman from the Cable News Network.
remaining un,til the election, the vice
It basically went like this: if your wife Kitty
, president was looking. like a pretty good
was raped and murdered; would you favor
bet.
the death penalty for the assailant, or would
But there s,till was a nagging uncertaintyyou stick to your previous anti-capit al
-the debate. -If Dukakis lost the debate, the
punishme nt stance? This question was
election was over. But if Dukakis could
asked in incredibly poor taste, and Dukakis
manage a powerful showing, he could close
_:, should have angrily said so. Haying a lo'ved
the gap on Bush, drawing close enough so
one raped and murdered is as horrible a
t hat by e,lection day the race would be a
thought as can be imagined. ·The governor
toss-up. However, to accomplish this, the
could have at least winced, and should have
governor had to show the voters something
passionate ly expressed his deepest prayer
different. The public had seen his cocksure
that something like that would never
robotic persona and his same old ideas for
. happen. What did he do instead? He gave
months and, judging by the polls,_thought
a stock answer about sticking to his previous
they left something to be desired. His
ideas, then went off on a tangent about the · ,
personalit y was a main drawback. His
R~agan administra tion's war on drugs. His
manner, his sty!(;!, failed to inspire enthu- cool, collected manner betrayed him. If he
siasm. And his stands on many of the issues,
can't display emotion over the suggestion
while not outside of the mainstream as his
of his wife's rape and murder, over what
opponent claimed, were getting tired. The
··
can ·he dip lay emotion?
governor had to take a risk, unveil someThe rest of the debate was nothing. new.
thing new and innovative . The 9ld stuff,
Both candidates stuck to-exactly what they'd
personality as well ·as positions, obviously
· said over and over again these past few
wasn't working.
months. Bush played it safe, as he was
So to fare well in the debate, Dukakis
/

\

expected to do. He was in the lead; he had
.
to just try to make no big mistakes.
_But Dukakis played it safe, too, and only
the Lord knows why. He didn't gamb le.
Did he realize he was behind in the polls?
If so, he didn't act it. He repeated his 'tough
choices' phrase over and over, breaking
the 8,000,000 times mark for this campaign.
He did his old artful dodger routine whep
Bush tried to ~all him a liberal, lamely
proclaiming, ."Let's stop labeling each other
and get on with the issues." (By ducking
the question, does it leave any doubt that
he is indeed a liberal?) He engaged in a
ktng and pointless exchange with Bush over
. Social Security; again, ground that had been
·'{:overed more than once. ·
He began to perk up near the end, telling
Bush, 'Tm the first govemor to begin clea.~A.:-·
up of Boston Harbor, no tha1nks to you!
· You've been fighting me every step of the
way!" But by then it was too late.
· ]}ush won the debate by not lo-sing it.
He made no big goofs, and his manner was
relaxed and almost jovial. Dukakis lost the
debate by maintainin g his status quo; a drab
·
·
m_a n with no new ideas.
Now there is still some·· time left in the
campaign, and the results are by no mean~·
etched in stone. Many strange things lnr\llt.
· ~appened over the years in American ·
,.politics~ Tht;re st ill might be 6 a glimmer .
·
·
of a hope for Dukakis.
· But I'm afraid. that by losing the debate,
Michael Dukakis lost the election last night.

1

Bob Durling, Managing Editor

The New Hampshire
· JOANNE MARINO, Editor-in-Ch ief

Dorm

lotteried off are upperclassme n, I hope th~·contracto r doesn't do
/ ' - it was assummed that it would be as shoddy a job as was done on the .
.
To the Editor:
My name is Julie Stickle~, I was upperclass housing. But would it Mini Dorms, which are only halfa student senator last year, a be suites or aprtments? Upperclass- way paid off and are practically
member of the residential life men could also live farther from falling down. Don't be fooled by
council and supposedly a member the core -of campus than freshmen, the new paint and carpet, you can
of the "N~w Housing" committee. which would affect site choice. still hear the person iri the next
lam taking a year off from UNH Distance from campus might call room burp. The wall are ;made of
spit and toilet paper, the hallways
this year. Imagine my surprise to
_ inimum wid_th, the plumbing
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Gre ek life~
mor e than
a part y
By Dan Fasciano
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Greeks are special people. I say this neither
-, '
,.
'-boast nor complain.
The Greek system is the only student organization
that has the capacity to provide housing. The Greek
system has its own governing body, the InterFraternity 'and Panhellenic Councils. It also has
PETERiJE;~;~s~=oum1~AvE,AsKE~-~ ,~
individual constitutions and bylaws as well as
_
traditions.
Therefore,-! find it inappropriate to draw parallels
between the Greek system and other aspects of
By Melinda J. McKibben
st~dent life.
To clarify some points that have been brought
There have been a lot of articles in the local papers
to my attention, unlike a Greek house, an individual
about radon gas 'and its haz~rdous effects on humans.
does not liable his entire hall when violating
Some people are shrugging it off, like it's a neat
university rules. The entire ha,11 is never brought
thing to worry about, b:ut it doesn't effect them.
through the conduct system. A Greek house member
Others are still confused about what it is and what·
most often jeopardizes his/her entire house.
it does. Because its been .found to be dange.ro~s
To further address the issue that surfaced in James
in states with high uranium· and granite contents,
Doneski's letter to the editor in Tuesday's New
I think UNH better check .this thing out.
Hampshire, I remember clearly that when members
The natural gas is dangerous in enclosed spaces,
of my floo'r in Alexander Hall _purchased alcohol
particularly -basements, where the gas is released
of any form (kegs, cases, etc.), we all chipped in.
trom rocks. The effects of being exposed to this
The point is, when you collect money for alcohol,
gas, if it is <;:oncentrated enough, would be dose
whether. in a dorm, fraternity or bar, it is an illegal
to smoking a pad~ of cigarettes a day. Scary, huh?
action unless you are licensed to do so.
There's no need to worry if the concentrations
All I am asking is that before anyone, Greek ·or
are low. But wouldn' t you like to know if your
non-Greek, makes accusati_o ns, they should look
By Marianne Moore
classroom, or dorm rooniis safe? I think the campus
at their own social actions and the legality of them.
should be checked, if only as a preventive measure.
Styrofoam. Did you know that styrofoam mainReflect a little bit upon yourself-before casting
What do you say, administration? Shall we see if
tains its makeup for 400years? That means everytime .
·
,
the first stone.
Durham's safe?,
. you arid your friends meet at _the Mub Pub for _lunch
._., X~t .µ pdare any non-.G,rteeks about the lack of
Melinda]. McKibben is a·sophomore witf; a 1'(1,ajor
that
mention
I
or dinner and have £bite to eat or drink, you are
enjoy,
to
see~
we
tfia't
"justice"
in Environmental Conservation.
leaving a styrofoam legacy for the next four or five '
beyond state laws and the -university's; agre~mei:1t
.
How will they ever thank you?
~amtam
must
generations.
house
each
houses,
Greek
recognize
to
You probably didn't know that little but important
stan.d ards acceptable ~he~r national council. T~is ·
fact. I didn't. I didn't know until I attended the
requires, but is not limited to, proper sooal
speeches for New Hampshii;e's Earth Care Week.
behaviors, .correct financial management, and
What took place in the Mub Monday and Tuesday •
community ·involvement and services.
nights was someth_ing no student, professor, or
Nowhere else at UNH other than the Greel9
administration member should have missed. Yet,
system are new members required to attend seminars
at the most, there were 25 students and maybe- ~
. on alcohol and drug use; sexual harassment, and
·
MAYBE-100 people total. Both nights.
. AIDS education.
By John Kelley
This is the earth, folks. Where we live, why we
Beyond this, in a sweeping move, the UNH Greek
live.
· system and key administrators have agreed t? a,
in May ·of'this year, I won the Danjel Morin Poetry ·
Concerned environmental ists such as Dr. Paul
"social policy" which provides many <::hanges which
Prize for undergraduate poets, $100. I was not
Connett and John O'Conner volunteered their time "
have already affected the atmosphere ani procedure
notified through any official channel, one of my
to inform people of the dangers our environment
,
· of fraternity parties: Included in these provisionSi
friends informed-me.
is facing. Yet the audience that took the time 1 to
_are the requir~ments for non-drinking party hosts,
Lesson 1: The University -d eals in form letters
·
was di~mally small.
lists,
listen
invitation
strict
tickets,,
ticket-sales,
parking
of
money,
elimination
~ only, i.e. demands for tuition
1
Those people who Dr. Connett described as "the
and sufficient alternate beverages.
library fines. If it can't be done in bu,Ik, it can t be
heaviest polluter of our earth" did not attend.
In addition, the IFC is planning a move toward
done.
Grassroots environmental ist Michael Ben·n ett
an all-dry rush which will further reduce the risks
I contacted the English Department concerning
me he was really discm?-raged with the campu~_
• .
told
taken
be
it.would
that
informed
of alcohol related incidents. .
was
and
the award,
·
and its ..receptiveness. .
Admittedly, alcohol was used as a marketing tool
off my tuition bill for the coming semester. Well,
Rochester
of
citizen
regular
a
just
is
Bennett
Veterans
the
under
in past rushes. However, the IFC is confident that
University
the
attending
I'm
who happens to be deeply concerned about the
students believe -there is more to Greek life than
Administration Vocatronal Rehabilitation Program
envirqnment. A member of the· grassroots envir.
ana the V.A. paY,s the tuition bill. I don't want the
.alcohoJ,
onmental group R.O.A.R.,he spent two days handing
In dosing, it is -my belief that we, are in a process
V.A. to get the dough, after ·all, they: didn't write
out flyers and talking to people to drum up interest _
'o f dynamic change. _Increasing numbers ~t rush
the poems. Upon informing the English Department
in New Hampshire's Earth Care Week.. : . . _
.indicate that these changes are strengthenrng the
of this I was assured that accounting would be
· He was also disappointed in the poor student
positive attributes that the houses uphold.
· notified and I would receive the money: No problem.
m.ght.· He says
attendance for ·the_speakers Mo11day
Mywish is that people make as much effort to
Lesson 2: When someone says '"No Problem,"
1
he just yvants:, to get across t tjat"ou·r · enyi~onment
·.
.
,
educate tpemelves about the ·Greek system as the
there is always a problem.
is riot encourageq_by the r~ception.
is suffering.
Greek system is making to educate itself.
As' summer pas_sed, I looked hopefully in the
·
converted
I
·~ lot of st.u dents don't realize .
me,
waiting,
'to
said
While
_
He
vain.
in
but
mailbox,
,
Dan Fasciano is ik.,e IFC president and a Sigma Beta .
fr, they are concerped with next class, a boy, a girlthe prize money into meaningful exchange ~0£.j_
brother.
they could·really give a shit about what's happening
young family of four. $100 equals 5-boxes of H\l(g1es
·
to the land."
of
we~ks
1.33
equals
$-100
medium.
Ultras, sized
-W hat we.r e you doing this past Mond_ay and
groceries. $ 100 equals l semesters worth of parkin,g, .
Tuesday night? Out with friend's? On a date?
a pool pass and four trips to Burger King, etc., etc.
,
,
Drinki[!g at Nick's? ·
The fall semester begins. (Lesson 3: the University
Oh-you say you had homework-a paper due-a
gets its money up front, the most important lesson.)
Voice
test. YOU say you were preparing for your future,
I contacted the University again. Rule 2 applied.
· so you think you are excused. In 20 years the
There was no funding in the· account for that
Your Opinion
environment will be so bad it won't matter if you
particular award. Monies would have to be transdid your homework.
ferred from some other account and the University
Think about it this way. If you and I don't do
·
would cut me a check.
something about our environment-w e won't have ,
Lesson 4: The University is hurpan, afterall, h~w
L.
a future.
many times have you said, "The check's in the maif:"
th_e Forum
. As one environmenta list said Tuesday night,
Weeks pass. The leaves begin to fall. The same
"if you are not part of the solution-you are part 1
leaves that were new when the award was announce.cl
·
of the problem." ~ are now history. Here's hoping that the snow does~· t
.
·
dough.
the
get
I
before
Engappear
in
fly and new leaves
Marianne Moore is a senior with a major
lish .
John Kelley is a junio~ with an English major.
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Sign up f()r your Senior Port rait for . ·.· ·
· the 1989 Gran ite from October 17 - _ ·
Nov emb er 11. · $en ior port raits are sche dule d _
· ._ .· · >for Octo ber2 4 - November 11.DOn't wait; ·
··· ·_· .·. · ·~.·· sign UP as soon as poss ible olJtSide '1h8
. . Gra n ite Off i Ce' r Oom - -1 2 5. .. F ult CO l Or seni or
port raits are bein g fe~tu red in the 1989 Gran it8 . ..
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Arts & Entertainment
Traditional Jazi:
-Benny Carter
was given a vibrant, extended
. The Benny Carter Quartet
reading that got the evening off
The Strafford Room, MUB
to fine start. But, of course,
·
10
Monday, October
everyone came to see and hear
Benny. ·
By Marc'. A. Mamigonian
Carter clearly was in a ballad
When a legend comes to
town; it is always an exciting mood, concentrating on moody,
event. When the legend is still blue-ish interpretations of standa vital and great performer, as ards. He opened with "Green
Benny Car~er is; it is doubly Dolphin St." and quickly moved
exciting. Monday night in the on to Erroll Garner's "Misty."
Strafford Room of the MUB, In "Misty" in particular, Carter
The' Benny Carter Quintet, as experienced some reed probpart of the University's Tradi- lems, resulting in some unbetional Jazz series, thrilled a ·c oming squeaks. Undaunted,
packed room with some of the Benny plunged ahead into a
best tunes heard on this campus sensitive version of "What Is
This Thing Called Love," and
in many a moon.
For those not acquainted with closed out the first set with 'Just
·
Carter or his music, he is an alto- Friends."
After the intermission, comsax player, trumpeter, pianist,
arranger, and composer in the plete with a new reed, Carter
first degree, plying his trade hit the stage (in a manner of
since the mid-twenties when -speaking) and continued in the
he hooked up with Fletcher ballad vein, with the highlight
Henderson's· band. Since then being the standard "You'd Be
·he has worked with just about_ So Nie::e To Come Home To."
anybody who's anybody in jazz. .However, he did close out the
Monday night, the quintet_ evening with a hot interpretaconsisted of Carter on alto-sax, ·. tion of "Perdido."
James Williams on piano; Gr-ay · . Although Carter may not be · ·Benny Carter, still a 'p owerhouse at 84, performed masterfully last MC?nday night in the MUB.
Sargent on electric guitar, Whit · able to play with the same
Browne on string bass, and Alan stamina that he had, say, 30 to him -and find out.
generously delegated much of very responsiv.e, and the TraThe band, I reiterate, was the soloing responsibility their ditional Jazz Series (although
Dawson on drums. Carter's years ago, he is still a force as
choice in his band is to be an alto-sax man. His prime outsta,nding; especially pianist way.
I hesitate to pigeonhole Be_nny
commended; even without Ben , virtue has never been playing James Williams, whose solos
Since good live music is such Carter with the label "traditiny, they could presented a night with amazing speed or conduct- were consistently inventive and . a rare commodity on this cam- onal")is to be commended for
of great jazz, as they proved with , ing aural acrobatics; above all, envigorating. All of the band pt,1s, it was a shame that more · -getting such an outstanding act
with their opening number sans\_ Carter · plays smooth. How members are soloists of great students were not in attendance. to play here.
'
~
Carter, "IfIW~~eABell,"wh!ch _'·s mooth does he p\ay? Listen ability,_a?d ~enny wis~lr_ and l:fowever, the packed room wa§

i
·!

. I

Banshees · back
on tiack
I

· concentrates on more worthy
Siouxsie and The Banshees
elements such as melody and
\
_Peep Show
rhythm, i.e. songwriting, creatGeffen Records
ing a more immediate, hard
By Arthur Lizie
hitting record. It's a more
About th~ee ·years ago Sioux- commerical sound which many
s ie and The Banshees became fans might be unwilling to
obsolete. The band wore out accept, but it's ·more commerical
their welcome. They had no- without compromise.
The album's lead track "Peekthing .new to say. They were
outpe1:formed by their imitators. A-Boo" might be Th~ Banshees'
Tinderbox wa's as flat as last first legitimate hit in America;
week's ginger ale (and we all it is easily one of 1988' s catchiest
know how painful that can qe). singles. Sounding more than a
Siouxsie and The,Banshees just bit like Janet Jackson's "Nasty,"
didn't matter anymore.
"Peek-A-Boo,'~ mechanically
Almost as -quickly as Quayle · weaves and bobs an enticing
beca:me· a national 'nightmare, melody, accented by a playful
things began to change for The .· accordian. One of the most
Banshees. The band released memorable, albeit simple, songs
Through The Looking Glass, the band has recorded.
The rest of the album doesn't
an adventurous album of cover
songs. They' paid their dues on let up for a minute, delivering
the road, including a ·stunning· from the dark Siouxsie-pop of
performance at the Boston "The Killing Jar" to the neo.Common. Suddenly, The all-but- rockabilly "Burn-Up" to the
washed-up Banshess mattered- p.r ogressively tense closer
again. Peep Show, the band's "Rhapsody." All of these songs
new album, solidifies their benefit from the addition of a
resurrection as a viable musical fifth member, Martin Mccarunit.
rick, whose cello, keyboard and
Peep Show is one Siouxsie accordian splashes add enjoyable
and The Banshees' strongest . spices of life.
Maybe _.p unk bands weren't
albums . Track for track it Cc\fi
stand up to any record in the meant .to last this long, but it's
Banshee catalogue, Kaleido - been twelve years since The
scope not withstanding. The Banshees, with Sid Vicious on
main reason for this -power drums, pounded out a 20-minute
. surge is a renewed focus on version of "The Lord's Prayer"
songwriting and a strippe~ at their debut concert. Maybe
down sound.
Peep Show is the impetus for
Rather than wasting time another twelve years for Siouxconjuring atmospherics as they sie and the gang. Maybe not.
have in the past, the band Enjoy Peep Show while you can.

I

l

l

1

Siouxsie and the Banshees have just released their latest album, Peep Show.
,
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Narcisse ·Mondoux ·tonight

By Beth Morahan
··
' for Humanities and the Cen't'er play.
.
·
~
· for International Perspectives.
Th_e chemistry bet~een the
.· .
· ~
Until this spring, Canadian ·. The play stars Gelinas as a real life hu~ban,d and wife t_eam, ·
playwright/ actor Gratien· Gel- · widowed master plumber, Nar- t:1'70 of Canad~ s most accompinas maintained a 20 year liter- dsse;·who attempts to recapture ltshed theat_ncal_ performers, .
. ary silence. But the 78 yea'.r old a recently widowed old flame, un~er,rhe due~tton ?f _Yvette
theater veteran has bµrst out played by Gelinas's wife, actress Bnnd Amour, ,ha~ yetld~d a
of retirement with the penning· Huguette Oligny. ·
.
clamour of praise 10 prev10us
of The Passion of Narcisse
From the slam of Lauren - performances.
,, Mondoux, a play _currently in cienne's fate husband's coffin
The Pas-sion of Narcisse Mon the midst 'of a h1'g hly acclaimed Narcisse does everything im- ,doux ~an be s~en tonight, in Paul
tour across Canada and the ag.inable to capture the heart . Creative Art~ Johnson Theater
of his old flame·, Narcisse's at 8 p.m. Tickets ,ar.e $6 for
N ort h ea st •
The play makes a ·stpp· at the· comical attempts to rekindle the a d u1ts; $ 5 f or f_acu 1ty ap d Sta ff
Johnson Theater tonight, _cour- · - spark that was once there be- and_ $4 for students and are
tesy of the ·French and Italian tween h-im and Laur'encienne available thr-ough the MUB
Department, the UNH ·c enter provides the backbon~ of the · ticket ~Hice at 862-2290.

Lennon via
film scrapbook
.

.

By Marc A. Mamignn1an
all' over him, but Le nnon talks
H o'Y do you surri up anyone's to · h im anywa;y; the guy seem,s ·
life, least of all th e li fe o f 'to think that-Lennon was talking
someo ne as influent ial an d directly to -him in his music, and
brilliant· as John -1 ennon ? W ell,. cites several songs. Lennon tries
you don't, beca-use it is im pos- to explain t hat he wa s jus t
sible. -W hat you can do , as writing about himself, but if the
Andrew Solt and 'David Wolper, songs somehow con n ected .to
the producers of ]1ftagine, have t h e guy, then that's okay too.
done, is try to shed so.me light In .the end, Lennon invites him
on a life by selecting var ious in for sonie breakfast.
incidents,. acquaintances, imOf course, it_is ea~y to see the P laywright/ actor Gratien Gelinas co-stars with his wife, act~ess Huguette Oligny, in tonight';
ages, and, in Lennon'' s case, guy as sorpe brain dead hippie;
·
<·
·
songs and film clips.
of course Lennon wasn't writing · play The Passion of Narcisse Mondoux,,·
Their successes are more · to him. But this was Lennon's
.
..,
significant than their failures, genius: communicating feelings
and what emerges"•is as close to that he had in such a way that
- a true portrait of Lennon as we we can see ourselves in a self.
are likely to ever get; including_ revealing way. It is a rare genius,
Albe.rt Goldman's highly con- so rare that those with the giftjectural character assassination, I am thinking particularly of By Arthur Lizie
The Lives of John Lennon. Solt, L<:nnon and Dylan, the two
Balloons, balloons, balloons!
as director, was given access to writers who most directly And even more balloons. BalYoko Ono's entire collection of tapped into the collective psyche loons all around me. A tremendpersonal films of Lennon - some of their generation- unfortu- ous amount of ba,lloons, much
I - . 200 hours worth of 16mm; nately are elevated to heights like :wheat. Wow, what.a lot of !
35mm, and home video.,. plus they never wanted. · It took balloons. Geez, look at those
Le-nrion's own collection of Lenno~ 1years fo coine to grips balloons. Balloons. Wow. How
unreleased recordings.
with this; I don't think Dylan can you go wrong, free balloons
'the difficulty here was that eve_r has (witness his bitter from IBM ... The rerro -'grade
Lennon's life was so well doc- comments in last years Rolling continues: Did we ever; in the
\ umented _tha:t Sqlt had to resist Stone 25th Anniversary showr
wildest reaches of the imagithe temptation to show everOf course,John Lennon would nation, need another John Lenything, and, instead, tty to select have been important even if he non Rolling Stone cover? With
particularly reve,aling or inter-:- had not been fa'mous, because any luck the m?gazine has
esting footage (much of. which so<;iety' needs peoplf:: like him completed a perfect circle; Lenisnarrated by Lenno_n himself). at all.levels; people who thumb non on the first issue and
The recurring "tl)eme" of the their noses ·at foolish conven- Lennon on the last. Poetic
film is the recording of Lennon's ·t ions. As Sean -Lennon says in justice. second Plastic Ono .Band album his interview in the film, "His ~ If you were planning on
Imagine, with, among others, presence was all I needed." We · buying a stairway- to :heaven
Phil Spector and George Hat- aH needed it, because without Sunday night, plan rio more. Or
rison; whose sessions were people like Lennon, the world rather, plan to do it on October
exhaustively d(?_cµmented on would be a boring, insufferable 30. Robert "I'm in the mood
film.
'.place.
.
--for a melody" Plant's Sunday
In between these studio ~egBut now, the complaints. To night Worc~ster Centrum conments are journeys up and down anyone interested in the Beatles cert has been postponed until
the various paths of Lennon's or who has-seen The Cf'Jmpleat October 30'. No word on whethlife; his childhood, h,is first Beatles..,- there is · too much er Joan "I don't give a damn Robert Plant, whose Centrum date has been postponed unt.il
_.
·
meeting with McCartney, the famil~ar footage. More seriously, about my bad reputation" Jett October 30.
early Beatie days, the height of the filmmakers ruin some mag- will still be operiing the show
Beatlemania, and so on up to nificent performance footage on that date ... Van "Integrity, .Ozzy's "Bark At The Moon" disaster at The Channel. I guess
from boom box at the bustop the truck and tractor pull season
his .death. Seemingly, there is (especially ~he Shea Stadium integrity, but. not a drop to
,good footage and s,tills of ev- bits) by dubbing the -studio drink"✓Halen bore their way- the other day. Can you think of is over so hatchet must oe hard
a greater pleasure in such a drab up for gigs ... Prince unrolls
erything. There is great live recording of whatever song is into the Centrum next Tuesday
week? ... Two different genres the purple carpet at the Cenfootage of the Beatles at the tiny being played · over the live night. Does anyone still 'care
of has-beens will be put on trum next Thursday, Friday, and
.Cavern Club in Liverpool, pound- footage. Folks, if you ever make about them except for your little
display in Boston dubs this Saturdaynight.'Wordfromeady
ing out "Some Other Guy," and a documentary, do not do this. · brnther who thinks ht'.'s really
weekend. If you can believe your dates on the tour seems to
.amazing film o{ the '65 Shea Neyer. It is just bad form. .
cool. .. Radon seeps through
eyes and ears, A' Flock of indicate.an eclectic but calculated
Stadit:1:m show, with the Beatles ·
Lastly, to the. four meatheads the foundations of the Forum
Seagulls play the Paradise to- show from the Minneapolis
playing to 65,000 people who who sat in the front row and page once again... Litde Feat,
could nof hear them.
who doubtlessly thought that a band that everyone has h~ard. night. It'.s been two years since ma-d man (apoligies to Ted Bax- Oneof the film's most pow- they were increadible studs for about but no one has actually these guys have released an ter) ... The Smithereens and
album 9f new material and at Paul Kelly and The Messengers
erful sequences occurs in the 'smuggling beer and cigarrettes hea'rd, . perform at Boston's
least twice as long since .they've , ~re b,ooked at the. Orpheum;· for
early 70's when-Lennon speaks 1imo the theater, and who felt Orpheµ_m Theater tonight and
had even a sliver of commercial October 26. Gee, too bad we ,
to a _rather bedraggled looking· . ·c ompelled to run rip the down tomorrow night. Lowell George
s·uccess,. Who would have can't get:bands like The Smithe- .
fan who has , been hanging the aisle every 15 minutes, I was. allegedly a genius, but
thought? Tomorrow night finds reens het-e ... Good night ·and
around the grounds of his house. know who you ar·e and where wasn't he called to his reward?
. Ttie guy has ser,ial-killer written you live, so sleep well, pinheads.
I heard .someone cr anking , Molly Hatchet· flirting with have a pleas~nt tomorrow. ·
',

Plant, Prince dates ...
~
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:GetN.s and B's·for your parents,.
.. and aCD for yourself
-

Try aMacintosh today-you

Get a Macintosh® computer to
And if that isn't enough reason .
So come in and get your hands ,.
.
help
with
your
homework.
may win aSony Discman.
to look at a Macintosh today; here's on aMatintosh.
Then
you'll
never
have
to
spend
another:
.
If not for yourself, do it for
Now that a new school vear is
another
all-nighterretyping
a
paper
Right
now,
you
·
your
haye
folks.
three
,_ .
under way, we have an idea that'll
just to purge afew typos and
chances to win one of Sony's .
make b9th you and your parents
dangling modifiers. You'll be able to Discman™ -~D play~rs-including
feel a bit more confident come
· ·The power to be your besf. .
crank
out assignments that look as
the-exciting Sony Pocket Discman, ·
finals time:
though you bribed a friend in art · which also plays the new 3-inch
school. And with an amazing new
CDs. And even if you miss out on
program called HyperCard®-which . the CD player, you may still win .
just happens to (Orne packaged
one of 15 Apple T-shirts. No
with every Macintosh -you can
strings attached-just fill out
easily store, organize, and cross- ·
a registration form at the
reference research notes to your
location listed below.
heart's content.
J

/

.® .

October 3 - October 21
- Univers,ity Technology Center
Thompson Hall, Room 14 · ·
Drawings held on Fridays: Oct.
7, 14, and 21

Apple, the Apple logo, HypetCard, and Macintosh are registered trddemarks, and "The power 10 be your best" is a trademark, of Apple Computer, Inc. Sony Discman is a trademark of Sony Corporation. No purchase neces.sary. Odds depend on number of entrants. See your campus Apple reseller for complete contest details. Prizes may vary from product shown.
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RAW BAR & GRILL

.

·Thursda y/Friday /
Saturday Ac(f vities
.

(/

Raw Bar Hours:
Monday through Friday 3-7 PM

P& ESHRIMP
99¢ WELL DRINKS
.99¢ LARGE DRAA
, -

I

:r-,.

421 central Ave., Dover742-0747
I
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HEY MON WE'ER HERE

,

A:ND READY TO JAMI '

. .

.·-~# .

TICKETS ON,SALE
,\

-

WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 19th, 10am
;

MUB Ticket office.

'it'

-

.

.

Students Only Please For The ]9th-"21st

~·

I.D R~quire_d... .

~

Sunday N~y. 13, 1988
8pm
Field House

\

.

.

I

. i

* Stu~ents 7$.*_Non.. Students 11$ ,·.

.

..

.

.

.· · ._TIN

· y\t'COIHC,

PALACE ·

TIJUANA FIESTA NITE

***************** ·

l

l

l

I

Featuring:

· Monday the 17th, 8:30 PID .

I

1

i

I

1

l

99¢ Margaritas
,

TACO

.

Crisp corn tortillas topp~d with Monterey Jack Cheese, .
onions, tomatoes & lettuce, served with rice and beans
Beef -· ChiGken - Chili
(one) 2.95
(two) 3.95

C

1.50$ Corona Mexi_can Beer -.

ENCHILADA
Corn tortillas topped .with salsa, melted cheese, served with
rice and. beans
Beef - Chicken - Chili
(one) 2.95
(two) 3.95
1

BURRI10

.

FRE~ _
Bar .Ap-petizers·

_

Flour tortilla rolled & topped with salsa, melted cheese, so1,1r
cream, served with rice and beans
Be~f - Chicken - Chili or Veggie (one) 3.95
(two) 4.95 .

TOSTADOS
A crisp frie4, tortilla filled with lettuce,
tomaioes, beans, cheese - Topped. with .
gua-camole & sour cream
Beef - Chicken - Chili
4.35

·.

t

CHIMICHANGA
/

A deep fried flour tortilla filled with simmered beef or chicken. Topped with melted
cheese and sour cream, served with rice
and beam,
4.35

FAJITAS
Flour torillas rolled & filled with marinat.e d ·
chicken, lettuce, tomatoes, grilled onions
& green peppers. Topped .w ith guacamole
and melted cheese - served with rice and
beans
(one)

3.95

(two)
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HACXS HALL

·aY JoHN -·HIRTL·E!

- AMONG THE MANY
YE 5, OLD 11s~ HA CKSEL - . TO ENSURE UNH DIP
LITTLE-KNOW~ FACTS . MACKLE ST0N &AVE · S 01 -.5 H£ PL.ACE[) A'
ABOUT · HACKS HALL IS U•. N.H. THE LANTJ
CU·R~E ON TH£ L.ANO,
THE FACT THAT IT
SHE V/£'V . SHORTLY
Hli CKS HAL " f s ON
WA5 5UPP05£[) TO
PR0VIDE'P -THAT THiY AFTERWARD, WHILE°
BE NAMED .
..
NAMED TH£ DORM
ON AN AX- MUJUJER ING
"HACK5£LMACKLESTON AFTER HER F.AMIL t .. GING-£.,.
HALL'\.~ .

NATURALLY) U.N. H.
N£&LE CT£7) · TO VO
5(?; AND THE CUR5£
1.5 NOW ACT!-VAT!N6:...

HACKS HALL

~Jg□-

·mA1n : STREET TO.OP\'1'/ 1'0 SP€A~ 0"4
. TM£ PROPOSE.O HE.W
1,00·0 eto COMPL€.)&. _

'FOR STUD011'S, IS - · ·
I
- OUR VER~- OWH- .

. KOMMISSl0NA~ , GOftOO·

by Dick Sawyer

· Hf'(, WHATS All 1'1-1\S
-BtTC.H IN' A60Ui '? 'c'OU
1

· t<'lOS COMPLAl N AP.>OUT
SPACE.. AND WU£N :t
('()~· I.JP WIT~ A l='AN
-iAS-,1C ~LAl-l

'(()\J

. , WH!NE. . A60U'f NATURE. ...

,...-,
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So W£ KNOCIC OOWN

,,u

. ~OM£ "TftU:S,
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SOME MARSH LA ND- H£'t'
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IF -rut -ANIMALS DON'T
L ll(f li-1H05£ . LITTLf:.
FUR BALLS' CAN G.£.T OUT·1

0£''5\D!S, 1=AA1MA~ \S OUT
OF 10WN. SO WHO'S GoNW A
.,STOP -ME.? f,4A/ HA!
-
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COMICS ·.
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters .

oK__e ___·i ~ ~·Sun•S\i-!-r__
THATS HOW I
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. 1:>A~NE'i
~............,__,_iiiiiii,l,,,o__,,_____,.

EE:=::== =~~~~~~ ~~.______...__....,.

50, PNIWN. I THOUGHT

M/¥1B£_, YOU'L() UK£ ·TO GO

our SOMHIME. . OH: rsrr...

.b !jCt>\JE "5

-n;~,

E\J tN lN(:) "fLl..6 HTS Wt R.l:
. NoT S\J<-\-\ A <!>ooo' -roEA.

Y£S, I GU£SS IT WAS

PRCTTY BAD TIMING, ALL RIGHT.
NO. N0 ·I-IARD FEE:LING5:
OKAY. BY£. ..

,I

Call your Durham Rep. TODAY
Raul- 868-6~52

T-e es, Inc.
(formerly Fit To A Tee)

Custom Printed T-Shirts

Get Your Order in NOW.

Special HomecomingT's
· , f or y our

dorm, clup, frat or sorority
15.5 Portland Ave.
Dover, N .H. 7~9-6465 . .

Uoited way- -

..It brill~ outthe best in all of l&"

,;;-
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HOMEC OMING 1988

JJNH 15 l)_ANCf N' tN 1H-ES7REETS
. \

OCTOBE R 17 - 22
·I

T~,0~1~ UNHbAY ...
Wear'your UNH garb today (hats, buttons, tshirts, etc.) and recieve a fre·e UNH decal with
every $1.00 purchase at the Cat's Closet

GIANT TWISTER ...
4:00pm, Kappa Sigma Lawn, FREE,,anyone can
join the fun! Prizes!!

s~,0~21

CAJUN -DINNER...

ANNUAL ROAD RACE ...

Don!t miss the Cajun feast in all the dining
halls--live jazz bands too!

9:00am. Register at the Field House. Sponsored_,_
by Recreational Sports

NICHE COFFEEHOUSE...

PRE-GAME ENTERTAINMENT...

8:00 ·_ 11:00pm, The Niche(Upper Quad). Free and great entertainment! A Great study break!!

Live music by "The Boys", sponsor~d by SCOPE.
FREE!! 11am - 1pm ,on the baseball field behind ·.
the Field House.

FOQTBALL GAME ...
UNH vs. Northeasterri

TJ WHEELER & THE SMOKERS ...
3-:00 -·6:30pm. FREE!! On the baseball field.
Great Jazz music, free food, UNH Stadium cups.

HOMECOMING DINNER...

-

.

5:00pm in the MUB, Granite State Room. A full
course meal with entertainment. $15.00 tickets
at MUB ticket office. Sponsored by Hotel 403.

MUSO OPEN MIKE NITE ...
7:00pm. East-West Park. FREE!! UNH talent at it's best

NH NOTABLES & GENTLEMEN ...
in conce-rt--8:00prri, Johnson Theater.

I Tickets: $3.00 students, $5.00 general.

--

.T~,O~20
BLUE & \\1HITE DAY ...
Wear UNH school colors·to the MUB PUB or
Pistachios and recieve a special prize!!

BANNER CONTEST... Judging from 3:00 - 5:00pm. CASH PRIZE!!
Greeks, residenc;e halls, UNH offices,
commuters, anyone can participate!!

. PAJAMA PARTIES ...
Wear your pajamas and,bring your teddy bear to
dinner! Special prizes in·all the dining halls
for those who wear PJs
r

BED RACES ...
6:00pm in the Lower Quad. FREE! Teams· of.6,
Men's, Women's and CoRec. Fastest teams win prizes!

. MUSICAL REVIEW...

_

7:30pm Stillings patio. $1.00 admission.
Mask & Dagger presents some of UNH's finest
si11ging and dancing--60s·style! Funded by PFO
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1981 _Yamaha Exciter " 250" Black, sexy
m0torcycle for only $250. 6,000 mi les wme
-Richardson, 42 Forest Pk., Durham.

Students pa id for partic ipating in Nation wide market research study. Interested?
Call Jody,_or Joanne at Campus Dimensions 1-800-592-2121 .

··1979 Mercury Zephyr $250 low mileage .
It runs - I have no phone. Write Richar_dson ·
42 Forest Pk Durham, give phone ,number.
Want the lowest pr ices on New, factory
waranted stero equ ipment? Br''ands like
B laupunet, Nakamidi, Bose, and Boston
acoustics, to name a few, can be avai lable
to you. For more info. call Rich at 868-3391or 6016.
1982 SAAB 900 TURBO . 3 door, Exe. cond .,
1
wh ite w/ .bu.rgundy int~rior, 5-spd., rear
spo ile r, sunroof, AC, stereo, htd. seats,
rear defrost, power mirrors, Pirellis, 94 K.
. New turbo, good snows inclu dec;f, $4900 . .
_743 -3616.

To the. sisters and pledges of Kappa Delta,
have the common sense to keep it down
in the. wee .hours of the morn ing. Love; your
friendly, more experienced Greek neighbors

1

Desperately seeking K&H, Man inter~sted !
You have my attention, tell me more!! 1 Be
creatilte! We could have 'tun! KC
Ellen, it was fun dancing with you at PIKE
on BIDS night I'd like to see you again but
I forgot your room number. Please be in
touch - Chris, 207 Congreve.

Pack your bags Buddy. It's gonna be the
Want a car that turns hea_ds, w ith 472 cubic
time of your life!I!
·
inches of Detroit's finest, fueled on nothing
The brnthers and sisters of Alpha Phi
oth·er than regular? . Or how ab-out a
o 'm ega w ish to congratulate their new
complete g•amut of luxury features, and
pledges. Good Luck and Have Funl
an exhaust system wh ich rivals 'MegaDeath' In both tonal qua lity and Vo lume ? · Congratu lations and Good Luck to the new
Well If you've got the need for speed, and · pledges of Delta Theta Chi. Love the Sisters
of Delta Theta Chi
are frequently woken in the night wondering
where this elus ive car of you r dreams is,
G·RAPHICS-- don't forget this saturday,
fnen cal.I Parke at 868-6016.
we're going to clear up our actl!!

The three lucky winners.of the Sigma Phi
Tracy (the "cute" one) Here'_s the Personal
Epsilon raffle are Ann Savola--winner of · that I promised you l~st year. Guess _who?
a semester memb er-s hip at the Franklin ·
T.R.O.FKD . from Chelmsford, MA. D.O.B.
Fitness Center--Carolyri Byron--winner
7 /19/68 Oh my F---in' Head! I told you
, 1978 HONDA CIVIC SEDAN. Good to
of 18 tanning tr ips--and Bob ShadallahI would hunt you down. FRIDAY Night was
Exc.eUent Condition. One Owner. Call 664- . -winner of fobs for two . If you did not hear
_b est time while you were there. I have
about your prizes, please dry your eyes
2280 after'· 7 PM.
always thought you were HOT especially
and pick them up.
·
when serving Beer. Give me a sign that
Smitty Peck - I canlbelleve I'm doing this,
you really exist and that you're n9~a figure
but here it goes.
. 'of my imagination. TOO SEXY-! THE
YOU ARE SO INCREDIBLY HOTI! -SCREAMING DRUNK
-.
Kristenser:i 1 c-K & H - OK, I'm game. How do I get hold
Hey Jerkfac~, when are we going to do
of you? WB.
on~campus travel representative or' or- . something besides study?
UNH is Dancing in the Streets! Homecomganization _needed to promote Spring Break .
ing Dinner· 1988. Satu r day, October 22,
trip to .Florida. Earn money, free trip· s, and- MAKE LOYE, NOT PORCELAIN FIGURINES.
'
1988 5 :00 cocktail hour, 6:00 dinner,
valuable work experience. Call lnterGraflite State Room, Memorial Union
Campu1, Psogr~ms. , · t.J00-433-Z747.
UNH .is Dancing in the Streets! HomecomBuilding. $15 per person. Get your tickets
ing D lnner 1988. Saturday, October 22,
now at the MUB ticket office.
1988 5:00 cocktail hour 6:00 dinner, Granite
PARKE
has red hair. His skin is very fa ir.
State Room Memorial Union Building. $15
He is a really nice guy . Except when he
per person. Get your tickets now at the
tells a lie. For rny actions Fri9ay n(te I feel
MUB ticket office!
·
no remiss. because. I KNOW I didn't give
HECTOR may by lacking financially, but
don't be snottM ABUSE; THE PRIVILEGE,
you a kiss. ·
h"e certainly compensates for it in other
not Karl
Hey al l you Freshman Camp Fan_s-- get
areas!' Nice job wednesday night, we stole
John T. ( 4-c Wil li amson) .:- Thanks for the
to Rm. 135 in the MUB NOW! Applications
the show! (well, almost!)
walk to the MUB maybe sometime you can · to be a counselor are available and they're
Somebody's looking for something
waik me home.
g0in' fasLso JUST DO IT!

-. -

THINKING ABOUT a tropical, su(lny, warm . If you have had a blood transfusion between
1975 and 1985, you· might be. at risk for
· $ wild break 89? LOOK NO FURTHER-AIDS. For fre e and anonymous AIDS
Barbados & Cancun are amoung your
destination choicesl Save those pe nnie s . antibody counseling and for testing call
the office of Health eduGation a~d Pro·
& THINK SUN! De lu xe condo, round tr ip
motion, Health Services Center, UNH, 862$579! Informational meeting t.b .a. or ca ll
3823
Paula P. at 868-607 4, your campus representative for the VERY BEST BREAK EVER!I
If you have used I_.V. drugs and shared
needles sine 197-8, you might be at risk
. CONGRATULATIONS to all the pledges
for· AIDS . For free, anonymous and nonof AKAK , AGR, ATO, DX, KE, .AXA , OKO,
judgemental AIDS antibody counse lin.g
I·1kA, SAE, EB, EN, EOE, TKE & OX Love
and or test ing call the office of Health
the sf sters arid pledges of Kappa Qelta
Education and Promotioh, Health- Services
Shattuck, my phone numb.e r hasn't
Center, UNH. 862-3823
changed .
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
To K&H , Strin gs, we have none. Fun is all
the use 9f alcohol have a negative impact
we have . Marriage & jealou_s y are the
on self, othe.rs or property . For some peop le
farthest things from our minds. Talk to us ' this may be the decision not to use alcohol
'
T~esday. We are wait ing. C&S
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for onese.lf
THINKING ABOUT a tropical, sunny, warm
"Drink provokes the desire, but it takes
& wild Break· 89? LOOK NO FURTHER ·away th·e performan~e. " - Shakespeare.
- Barbados & Cancu•fl are among your
Alcoh ol low ers inhibitions to respond to '
destination cho ices! Save those peenies
sexual stimulaiton, but reduces physical
& THINK SUN! Deluxe Cpndo, round trip
abilities and can lead to irresponsible
$579! Information~! meeting & B·.A. or call
decision making. Call Health Services 862Paula P. t 868-607 4, your campus repre3_82_3_f_o_r_m_o_re_
in_fo_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ \j
_
sentative for the VERY BEST BREAK EVER!!
0

1

D.ri~king and driving is. a serious proble~.
More tharl 22,500 traffic deaths each year
involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every
day. More peop le have been ki lled in
alcoho l-related accidents in this country
than have died in our foreign wars ·
,
Everybody has a favor ite cure for a
hangover, but they all have one th ing in
common - they don't work. What does work
is preventat ive medicine . If you co.n tr9I
your consumpt ion, you won't get _a han gov(;)r.

E

. rt~
R .\ \\.. B ,\ R & C R I-L L

Alcoholism has been called the most
serious drug problem: due to the cost to
society, physical damage to the body's
orgaris, _and the. large number of fatalities
arid victims resulting from accidents or
withdrawal s-ymptoms. Call 862 - 3823,
Health Services for more info.
·

BONNIE, hope you're ready for an awe. some semester, your big sister is! -

CHECK

·/ us

Wednesclay

OUT! ✓

IS.~ ..

421 Central Ave.
-Dover 742:-0747

"BEAR TRACKS NIGHT"
Canadian Beer Night
at the
OY- CLUB

-B EST Pan Pizza in town!
BEST M·exican (Food in town!
BEST New Menu in town!
I

.

.

I

.

43 Main Strieet (across from ·t he Post Office)
/

868-6434

with
$1.00 off ANY appetizer,
when you purchase _-any entree

and

with this coupon.

Valid 4-9 PM Expires October20, 1988
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University Technology Cellter
Thompson Hall • Room 14 • 1328 ·

APPLE
IBM . -

AJ>PiE i

IBM

- IBM

APPLE

PS/2 Model30/286
. JO Mhz - Hard Disk20
· $1670.00
PS/2 . .5 Memory Upgrade Kit
150.00
-PS/2 Monochrome Monitor
175.00 .
1995~00

IBM

APPLE

1

;

UNH sllrprises
UConn women,
Hy Rob Heenan

somehow let the ball get by her ·
The UNH women's soccer · with a Conne(ticut player stand- ·
team upped it's record ·to 6-3- ing· there. Luckily Tilden was
1 Tuesday with a 1-0 upset win able to dive and regain control ·
over Connecticut, the m1mber of the ball.
.
In the second half, Tilden '
; seven ranked team in the nation.
For the first time in a while, made several saves including
there was a goal in the firs~ half. pne d·iving catch to her right.
UNH' s Maura Na ugh ton sent There was also a scary moment
a. pass to Mary Beth Sydlowski in the second half when Tilden
who slid it over t0.Paige Christie _ went down holding her head.
who put the ball· by UConn She was able to remain in the
goalie, Amy Miller. Thereµiain-· co~test and record · her fifth
ing 26 minutes of the half went shutout of the year.
.
· This Saturday the team will
by scoreless but not uneventful.
UNH g_oalie Jan_ene 1)lden ·a.play at V~rgj~~a at 1:00 .

IBM

APPLE
IBM

APPLE
IBM .

APPLE

PS/2 Model 50/286
10 Mhz - Hard Disk 20
PS/2 Monochrome Monitor
PS/2 Proprinter X--24

IBM

APPLE

·. $2250.00 .
175.00

IBM .

APPLE
IBM

470.00

· APPLE'

2895.00

APPLE
IBM
APPLE

IBM

IBM ·

APPLE

0-mAPPLE

IBM .

APPLE
,IBM -

APPLE

D n-1v.ersity Eye Care :
·
53 Main St.
868-1012 - ·

IBM

APPLE

, ,App~e 'Macintosh Plus .
Apple· 35 External_Disk Drive
Apple ImageWriter II Printer

'IBM

$1195.00
· ·325.00 .

APPLE

375.00

APPLE

1895.00

APPLE

IBM ·_
IBM

IBl\'.f

APPLE
IBM

Buy Any Configuration of Appl_e
M.acintosh II, .,
Receive WordPerfect SoO FREE

CAPITOL
THEATRE
PRESENTS .
(ON('()RI), NH

"An Outspoken Evening with .

APPLE
IBM
APPLE

IBM
APPLE.

IBM

CPUs • Hard Drives • Modems •
Tape Backup •· LaserWriters • Disks • Color
Monitors • Cables ~ Surge Protectors •. Paper
• Mouse Pads • Coprocessors· • Rlb bons •
Disk Carriers ·• Software ·

RTON. DOWNEY, JR.!"

. Saturda

·.-22 . -

:·

Tickets available at
Capitol Box Office 228-0426, All Ticketron Outlets Teletron l-800-382-8080
Cabin l't'l'Cr \l•'Q O·lenniker) ( ;n.'t'n_l~ ·s \1usic U.aconia) Care l'harmac~ ffp.liOOCircle

11 MAIN' 5T.
DUAAti~, ttH.
({p3) 3b8-t152.

~ME, l~'t;,:

.·. <. /i, •. . · ( t,, ,·.•··~:J:.~: ·.. •
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Wildc:ats;hope
to stop skid
By George Holton Elder

to Olds injury added to Chris
The·'Cat's have fallen on hard Braune's burs itis of the knee.
times as .of late. The Richmond While they will play, with the
game was close but UNH could d,octor's OK, their effectiveness
not hol_d on in the late going. will be a-question mark._UNH
The Spider's offense controlled could use Banbury and Spittel
the ball for 20 of the last 30 in tµe short pass game to nickel
minutes. They scored 17 points . - - and dime William and Mary to
. while UNH could only muster death:
UNH's running game' could
.o ne TD in the second half. --· The overtime was a reflection . be a factor but it has been
of most of the game. UNH did ineffective lately. Offensive
not score on its chance while tackle Frank Maguire is a physRichmond ran right ov:_er the ical wreck bur he just keeps
'Cat'defense· to win the game.
going. Scott Laliberte is now In all fairness, the 'Cats are starting at the other tackle slot
one banged up team. Frank but he has little ~xperience with
Maguire has two pulled hamst-· his fellow linemen. The offenrings and a -badly sprained sive-line has not clone an excepshoulder. Safety Gary Jordan has tional job of run blocking rea hip pointer as does Chris cently and pass protection has
McGrath. Curtis Olds just been lacking as Jean was sacked
"dinged" his back in practice four times last week.
and Sherm Beatty bruised his _
The defense is making a lot ribs in the last game. And just of money for the local doctors.
when you get the idea this team As well as the injuries to the
is not healthy ... -consider that linebaGkers, the defensive backs
_-three of the six linebackers are are als~ banged up. Bill Farrel
-The Wildcats come down on their feet after two tough losses w!ien they face William and injured to some extent.
is still suffering from a bru ised
Macy ~his_Saturday. (Mike Stinson photo)
Almost all of these 'Cats plan shoulder. The defensive line is
on playing this week, which says intact, except for Sherman
volumes about their desire to Beatty's injury, but they did not
turn things around .. The desire play well last week. Allowing
is there but the task is very large. _260 yards rushing is not some: The William and :M:ary Indians - thing they can afford to do this
By Naomi Elvove
4, 6-0 arid six.t h singles Lori Rice Florida where she is ranked 'are one of the best offensive Saturday. If the Tribe's.running
In one of their closest matches won 6-2, 6-3 for het first' win sixth in doubles and sixty- - teams in division -1--AA. They game is eliminated, UNH can
of -the season, the UNH worn- of-the season. ·
· second in singles. Her overall scored 35 points against Del- win .this game.
en's tennis team defeated Colby
All of UNH's losses in this doubles record here at UNH is aware and made big totals in
It will all come down to how
5-4_oh Monday, thus improving match were battles into three 5-.2. (She only,played one single~ _ both their-run and pass-_games. - well the ;Cats offense controls
- their _record tp -5-3.
- sets. ·Deb Rinaldi, in the firs tr match, versus Tufts, which she
.Indian receivers Chris Ho- the ball and how well the
garth and Harry Mehoe have -_ 'd efense can deny the ground
It was-an especially satisfying singles position fell to Colby's lost.)
- day for UNH's Liz Lerner who number one player 6-4, 5-7, 6Both of t'he second doubles caught everything Craig Argo game. One dimensional teams
was playing second singles and 3; third singles _Sara Tonna was players, 'Rinaldi and Tonna, had thrown their way. Together, do not have much success. This
thita doubles. She overwhelmed - defeated 6=4, 7 .:6·, 7-4; and fifth - .sw-ung their way into their they represent one of the best is why the UNH.runnirig game
-her singles opponent Tu-i sty singles Tori Wincup fell 6-4, second three set match of the tandems is 1-AA balL The Tribe must get going again. UrbanikGogolak 6-2; 2-6, 6-4. Lerner's -1-6, 6-1.
_
day which they eventually lost . also has an excellent running and Ford must have some Holes
back in Eddie Davis who is ·for the 'Cats to do some damage.
overall record is an impressive
In doubles play, UNH's first 3-6, 7-,6 (7-4)-, 6-2.
The statistics seem to snow
eight wins and four loses.
team -of Monica, Brent and
This weekend the UNH worn- supported by a very large offenAs for the other singles Kathlee_n Greland were victors en will betraveling to Vermont - sive line. They should be able -that the Wildcats will get an- nihilated this week. They are
matches, UNH's fourth singles over Colby 6-4, 7-5. Bre-rit, a to -compete in the Seaboard to put points on the board1 This is not to indicate that battered·and bruised, and the
Kara Mc;Kenna dominated 6- _freshma-n, · is or!ginally from.- Conference Championships.
- it will be an automatic win for offense and defens:e nave not
~ - - - ~'-FI ELD HOCKEY- (continuedfrompage·2s) •_- - - - - - - ·W illiain -and Mary -because ·they _,,_been clicking as of _late. ·
do have an Achil-les heel. Their
Statistics do pot always tell
Seo-ring co:ntinues to be a ·a very big prohlem. -Nobody is_ to take on Massachusetts, cur- , D line and.-linebackers are as the whole storr,though. The fact
rently
the
third
rankec;l
team
in
weakness for the 'Cats as they putting tfie ball in the net right
the country. The game will be· good as any the ·'Cats have faced, that these _bashed up 'Cats want
have scored only two goals in ., now."
'
played
Saturday in Amheq,t at but if there is _any weakness in to pla-y really says .so:'llething.
their last seven games. Caldwell
The offense will have to' pick
the team it would have to be This desire has-rem~ined strong said, "It ( the offense) _has been "- up a _notch ~s the. 'Cats p~epare - noon.
They are a very strong team," their defensive backs. An a_e rial despite the recent adversity.
said Caldwell, "but we'll be ready attack could exploit this vulner~ Desire tan sometimes overcome ·
ability.
_
big odds, so .do pot be surprised
for them."
'
UNffs pr?blems d,evelop due _hr the .une,x_pecte~.

Colby clipped by 'Cats

,NHC no match
for volleyball

By Heather Grant - team's season so far by saying,
The UN-H wo m en's "We started really well at the
voll_e yball club eas.ily defeated _ beginning of the season, but due
the _New· Hampshire CoHege : to the injuries, we have beeri
s-quad in an away match last -disappointed in the past few
Monday night. Despite the fact_ tournaments that we -sho·uld
that the team from New Hamp- have won."
shire College is at the varsity
- Shafer seemed to think that
level, the Wildcats pulled out · the t~am has the talent to win
a comfortable win, 15-6, 15-0, · those important tournaments
15-6.
but due to a_lack of depth, they
According to senior- Chris have been getting run down
Shafer, the UNH women "clear- easily towards the final points - ly outclassed New Hampshir e of their games. The high
College with their ability on the ,number of injuries has left the
court." The Wildcat's powerful team with .a few substitutes that
serving domiriate_d _play and end up carryin g the weight of
eventually led the' team to an the entire team. •
easy victory.
The outlook is excellent for
.: D~spite a muscle injury to key the team this Saturday as th_ey player Tobi Katz in the begin- take on Keene St ate and Midning of the match, the UNH dlebury College. Mi~dlebury is
team took the title in the best expected to be strong and Keene
'of five series.
- State's Varsity squad is tradi:...
Junior Karen Nye was also tionally a respectable team. ·
added to the injury_list Monday
The battering of New Ha~pnight after suffering a twisted shire College will hopefully
ankle. The extent of both in- carry the team to v:ictory in this
juries is still unknown as of now. ' weekend's tri-match schedeuled .
.
_
_
_
w. ❖
-~--- _Sophoi:n_~r~ Sue McGinnity . f?r _to_~ _orrow at 10 A!J ~at.. t~f! -. __ The wo01en's voMeylJall club overwhetmed 1~ew H ampshire College Monday, taking the \l'~ctory
attempted to summarize the. _:_ J1eldhouse.
_
'
· in•three _straight sets. (Tony Cafaro,. -phoro}
- _ - - -· - - - ·
: ,

_..,
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Soc cer bla ste'd ·
by.Dar tmo llth .·
J

one minute rntervals, starting .
By John Dubois
at 85:55 and then at 86:44 and
The UNH men's soccer team finally at 87 :24.
.
suffered its seventh loss of the
UNH went to Dartmouth
season by the score of 5-0 to expecting to ride the wake of
, Dt1rtmouth on Wednesday af- their previous game in Vermont
ternoon.
but Dartmouth put an end to
The 'Cats did qot get on the that fantasy. Smitty Peck of
board and they could only mus- UNH thought the team "played
ter up nine shots on Dartmouth like we were supposed to win
goalie Gregg Lemkau.
not like we had to win."
The boys from Dartmouth
Peck also felt'that the "minds
also had nine shots but five of of the P!,ayers were still in
theirs found the back of the net. Vermont.
Four of the five Dartmouth
The team from Dartmouth
goals were scored on UNH was very strong up front and
goalie Eric Stinson and the other when the UNH squad was
goal got past UNH net minder pressing towards the end of the
Dan Fiore.
game Dartmouth popped in
Tne scor:e ~as more one-sided their three final scores to finish
than the game was however. ·off the 'Cats and bring them
Dartmouth only put one goal · back to reality.
"in during the first half and their
UNH will try to forget about
second goal came early in the their trip north and concentrate
final half. The remaining three . · on their next game in Hartford
~artmouth g_oals caine in ab~ut on Saturday.
. Dart'mouth' s defense pr:o ved to be too much for the men'~ soccer team as they defeated the
·
· ·
'Cats 5-0. (Mark Schenker .photo)

Run ner s hos t Eas tern s
By
- . Rich D' Avolio

Runners from around New England will invade- Durham
Saturday when the men's cross country squad hosts the Eastern
Championships. (file photo)

Gre en ·del iver s
'Ca ts sixt h loss
By Mike Stinson
first -half. Laura Klackokian
The slide continued for the broke through the 'Cat defense
field hockey team Wednesday to slip one by Stacey Gaudette
, as 'they were bested by Dart"' at 32:12. Less than a minute
mouth 2-1 in Hanover. The loss later Klackokian struck again,
drops the Wildcats' feord to 2- this time assisting Anne Rosemund on anoth~r break away.
6-1.
Gaudette said, "We were
The UNH offense found
its·elf still struggling to put playing a little tentatively. In ·
points on the board. The Big the. second half we got much
··
Green defense turned away more aggressive."
appear
indeed
did
'Cats
The
'Cats
the
pressure
the
,almost all
more impressive after the half.
could muster.
Senior Cyndi Caldwell :had a Junior Karen Br_ady scored the
penalty stroke stopped by.Dar~- first goal of her collegiate career
mouth goalie Karen Hartwig on an ·assist by ·cauldwell at the
with just under 10 minutes go~e 18:44 !Jlark. The d~fen~e also
in first half. Caldwell was agam he' .:J strong to blank the Green
denied when Dartmouth's Kim · fo ..:he remainder of. the game.
Koh knocked away a shot at the Gaudette pointed to Karen
post with one second remaining Vander-Hayd en's excellent play
on defense as a big reason
in the half. ·
Caldwell explained the lack behind this. Despite the imof offensive production. "We . proved play, UNH could not
just co~ldn't sustain affoffensive come up with a goal to salvage
th~ game.
attack. .
Dartmouth had much better
luck as the·y put two in the net
FIELD HOCKEY p.27
,shortly before the cl?se qfcthe.-~

.

(

There may not be a home
football game this weekend but
UNH sports fans will have a
.
special treat on Saturday.
For the first time since 1966
UNH will-be hosting a cross
country championsh ip meet,
according to UNH men's cross
co_u ntry coach Jim Boulanger.
The Eastern Championsh ips
will be held in Durham this
Saturday, and 10 of the top
teams in New England will be
competing.
The teams competing will be
from University of Lowell, Holy
Cross, UMaine, UNH, UMass
Amherst, New Haven; Central
Connecticttt, Bentley, and Keene .
State.
"There are 10 very strong
teams here," Boulanger said.
"The Easterns originally started
to provide a .championsh ip for .

schools with no scholarship
money." UNH has been running in the Easterns for 13 years.
Boulanger sees Lowell as the
favorite and rates UNH as one
of the top three teams in_the
race. ·
. "We've got as good a chance
as anybody to win, and I think
the kids believe it,"Boulange r
said.
Boulanger citied his top two
runners, Randy Hall and Mike
Canuscio as people to look at
Saturday, but said the strength
of his team has been his 3rd to
7th place finishers.
"Ymi like to get the top seven
kids in 45 _seconds of each
other," Boulanger said. "The
3 to 7 kids ·are getting closer to ·
the leaders and we think that's
. ·
important."
Coach Boulanger has created
.a new course· for the Easterns.

•

'Td lik e to try to develop a
championshi p course Boulanger
said. "It would give us (UNH)
publicity."
Boulanger men,tioned three
fourths of the new course can
be seen by ~ectators which is
unusual iri ·cross coontry race~ - .
"People will -have a good v:tew .-of what's going on." ~oulanger
said. There will be a sub varsity
meet as well as the varsity meet
this Saturday, which according
to B-ouJanger, will give his
·freshmen and sophomores a
good chance to compete at the
championshi p level'.
App.r,oxima tely 70 run_ners
will participate in the varsity
race Boulanger explained. "It's
pretty exciting ... we like to ' see
a lot of s.p ectators out there."
Boulanger said. "You are going
to see .some real ·good distance_
·
. ·
kids •out there."
1

I

Rec Sports Standings
I

i

.Co-Rec Touch Football
1. The Ghetto
2. '69ers
3. Theta Chi/Delta Theta Chi
4. Christensen 905A
5. Hetzel Hawks

Men's Minor Football
~

1. Lord Legends ·
2. Sigma Alpha Epsilon II
3. McGurns
4. Acacia Bears
5. Sinister Six

'

Men's M9jor Football
1. •pi Kappa Alpha Generals
2. Sigma Alpha Epsilon Lions
3. Sigma Nu Death
4. Lamda Chi Alpha
5. Delta Chi

Women's So.ccer
1. Off-Campus (LaRoche)
·
2. Gibbs 2nd
3. Delta Zeta
4. Randall Rats

Men's Minpr Soccer
1. Smith United
Hubbard
3. Willamson 2C
4. Sigma Nu Sharks
.
5: Los Orznelos

Men's Major Soccer
· 1. Acacia Gold
2. Screaming Chick(!ris
3. Lamda Ch_i
{ _Kappa Sigma
5. Sigma Nu Wannabees

